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INTRODUCTION

C

ataclysm is an expansion quite unlike its predecessors. In favor of adding a new
continent, Blizzard gave a lot of attention to the old Azeroth and placed the new
high level content in existing areas on the world map. All level 1 to 60 zones are

redesigned. All of the old quests have been redone, resulting in a much more streamlined

questing experience. No more cross-continent quests to speak to an NPC only to be directed
right back where you came from. The redesigning of the zones allows for a nice perk – flying

in Azeroth. A downside to all the work going into the old zones is the reduced amount of high
level zones available for a lower amount of levels. Instead of increasing the cap to 90, it was
increased to 85. These levels are gained in five new zones versus the nine zones Northrend

offered. However, to be fair, some of these zones are a fair bit larger than the Northrendian
ones. I think you'd have to be extremely critical not to be disappointed by the new quests,
because many a Cataclysmic questline is quite awesome indeed. The story element is much
more pronounced, making it more RPG and less 'collect 20 ears'.
On the raiding front, Blizzard decided to spread the introductory raid content across two
zones, with a third small two-boss zone being available as well. PvP fans will be able to enjoy
the rated battleground system, which allows access to earn arena gear.
As always, I'm going over all of the new expansions features and changes in this guide. I
hope you enjoy the guide and find lots of useful stuff in here. Have a good read!
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Orc – Mage

NEW FEATURES

Blood Elf – Warrior

AND CHANGES

A

Azeroth Revamp

s with every expansion so far, a
large amount of changes to

mechanics, spells and abilities has

hit live in a patch a few weeks before release.

In Cataclysm, all of the old world zones

have been altered. Some have been changed
dramatically, some have simply received
some polishing. Most of the old quests dating

Worgen And Goblins
So far, the World of Warcraft expansions

have introduced either two new races (one
for each faction) or a new class. Cataclysm

introduces the Worgen (Alliance) and Goblin
(Horde) races. Each race has its own look, a
new starting zone, and unique racial traits.

back to wow's initial launch in 2004 have
remained
of

the

old

zone's

quests

have

been

way to level 58 is has become a much
smoother experience.

Guild Leveling

Always wanted to play a Tauren Paladin?

In Cataclysm you can. Here's a list of the
combo's that were not available before:

Gnome – Priest

Blizzard

streamlined for Cataclysm. Questing your

Combinations

Dwarf – Mage, Shaman

while

approached new quests quite differently. All

New Race/Class

Human – Hunter

untouched

Cataclysm lets your guild level up and
gain perks as it does so. In addition to the

guild itself leveling from 1-25, players will
individually be able to gain guild reputation,

which provides access to items from a guild
vendor.
In

addition

to

leveling,

Guild

Night Elf – Mage

Achievements have been added, which allow

Tauren – Paladin, Priest

your guild.

Draenei – Nothing, sorry
Undead – Hunter

you to work towards a common goal with

Troll – Druid

-8-
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Path Of The Titans

New Water Graphics

Perhaps you may have heard of this

Water now actually looks good in WoW.

feature; it was announced as a new way to

You can see yourself and your surroundings

Sadly, the feature was scrapped before

performance hit, but its not as bad as I'd

advance your character beyond the level cap.
Cataclysm launched, so you won't be seeing it
in-game.

reflected in the water. This does have a
expected.

Power Auras

Archeology

PowerAuras is a fairly complex addon (its

Anyone can learn Archeology without it

not a cakewalk to set up for most players),

under the secondary profession category, like

Blizzard decided to implement a version of

affecting your other professions. It falls
First Aid, Cooking and Fishing. It can
provides you with access to various vanity

but an extremely useful tool. So useful that
their own.

What it will do is alert you to certain

items. If you're not into such things, there is

abilities becoming available by means of a

Archeology was originally announced

For example, you might see a green arc

little of use in the new profession.

graphic appearing by your character.

alongside Path of the Titans. It was to supply

floating above your head when Sudden

Titans. Path of the Titans was scrapped, but

free Death Coil may be cast. In addition to

the items required to progress in Path of the
Archeology remained.

light up.

Portals to the major cities in Shattrath and

Dalaran are removed. Instead, both of these
now

auctioneers.

feature

class

trainers

the effects displaying around your character,

you'll also see the newly available ability

Were'd The Portals Go?

cities

Doom procs, alerting you to the fact that a

and

In Blizzard's usual fashion, the built-in

version is easy to activate (its on by default)
and cannot be customized.
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Shared Raid Loot And

Spell Book Reveals All

Lockout

When you look at your spell book, you can

25 and 10 player raids now share the

same lockout. This means you can't do the
same zone twice in one week with the same
character. In addition, 10 and 25 man raids

now see abilities you have not yet learned.

These are grayed out and will show you what
they do and at which level you may learn
them.

Instant Quest

will hold the same loot. Currently, the loot
ratio between 10 and 25 man mode is the

Completion

same. Where a 10 man boss might drop 2
items, the 25 version would drop 5. The only

Some quests in Cataclysm do not require

real difference is a higher amount of points

you to speak to an NPC to turn them in.

this will do the popularity of 25 man raiding

button will appear 'Click here to complete

earned per boss kill in 25 player mode. What
remains to be seen, but one might expect
another surge in the popularity of 10 mans
for certain.

Instead, when completing the objectives, a
Quest X'. Hitting that button will allow you to
complete the quest and receive a potential
follow-up immediately. This feature saves

you a nice chunk of traveling time while

Talent Tree Revamp

questing.

Hidden Quests

For this expansion, the talent trees and the

total amount of points you can spend have

been reduced dramatically. A level 85

Some quests will be offered to you out of

character will have a mere 41 talent points

thin air when you're killing enemies in an

pointers'. Many talents that provided simple

turn these in through the interface instead of

to spend. The end of tier talents are now '31-

stat increases were outright removed or
merged with other talents. Cataclysm has

area (usually for another quest). You can also
talking to an NPC.

much fewer talents for each class, but the
remaining talents are much more powerful
and typically more interesting.
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Spell Button Fly-outs

Permanent Glyphs

Some classes have several abilities in the

In addition to the introduction of the

same category, like the Warlock/Hunter and

brand new 'Prime' glyphs, all glyphs are now

buttons can be found in your spellbook

spellbook. Once you've learned a glyph once,

his pets or the Mage and his portals. New

permanently placed into a kind of glyph

combining these spells into one. You can

it is transcribed into the book and will never

out the list of pets or portal buttons. Its a

turned into a one-time investment and

while keeping those abilities easily within

convenient. Switching glyphs does require a

click these buttons to expand them, throwing

good way to preserve space on your screen
your reach.

have to be learned again. As such, glyph have

changing them has become much more
reagent, however; Dust of Disappearance.
This dust can be crafted by Inscribers or

Role Check

purchased from Inscription vendors.

Items

The Role Check has been in-game for a
while now, linked to the Dungeon Finder.

Item Statistics Revised

Raid leaders can now initiate the role check
to find out who in their raid can do what.
Quite useful for pick up groups especially.
They can also place colored markers on the
ground, similar to smoke flares.

occurred with Cataclysm.
•Defense

Weapon Skill Removed

Rating

no

longer

exists.

Immunity from critical melee hits in PvE is

Gone are the days of tediously leveling up
your weapon skills, a daunting task for some

classes. Weapon skill is no longer leveled,
displayed or cared about in any way shape or
form. Whatever weapon types you are able to

equip, you can use them all without fear of
suffering any penalties.

Some fairly large changes to item statistics

acquired exclusively through talents.
•Spell

Power is gone from virtually all

items. Instead, Intellect is used as the primary
means to increase your spell's damage.
•Armor

Penetration Rating was removed

from the game. Armor Penetration itself can
still appear in buffs, debuffs, talents or skills.
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•Mana

Per 5 seconds is removed. Mana

It works like this: you talk to a Reforging

regeneration is gained through Spirit instead.

NPC to open up a special window. You can

casters will no longer find or want it on their

statistic on the item that you wish to replace

•Attack

be converted over. You could, for example,

•Spirit

will only be used by healers. Other

gear.

Power This is no longer present on

most items. Agility will be used by Leather
and Mail wearers to boost their attack power.
•Agility

No longer boosts armor.

•Mastery

is a new statistic. It does

something different for every class and each
talent build.
•Haste

now increases the generation of

Energy, Runes, Rage and Focus in addition to
its old attack and casting speed increase.
•Block
•Block

Value is removed from the game.
Rating still exists and blocking itself

stayed. It now reduces damage taken by a
percentage instead of a fixed amount,
making it more useful against bosses and less

place an item in this window and select one
with another. 40% of the chosen statistic will

convert an item with 100 hit rating to one
with 60 hit rating and 40 haste rating.

Reforgnig costs gold equal to the selling

value of the item. Only one statistic per item

can be modified. Only ratings (Hit, Crit, etc)
and Spirit can be altered.

You can re-do an item multiple times, but

you cannot alter more than one statistic at a
time.
Reforging

•Stamina

is found in much higher amounts

on non-tanking gear. This will make it easier

particularly

useful

for

working around the hit cap, but is also good

for making otherwise less desirable items
more appealing.

Repair Costs

useful for enemies that deal low damage per
hit.

is

Cloth, leather, and mail have the same

amount of durability as plate in Cataclysm.

This results in increased repair costs for all

for non-tanks to survive AE damage and

but plate wearers. This increase goes beyond

department.

higher level gear which normally comes with

such, leveling the playing field in that

what you'd normally expect from wearing
an expansion. Bummer!

Reforging
Reforging lets you exchange one statistic

on an item for another.
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ITEMS

A

Crafted Gear
Leveling Gear

s you start leveling in Cataclysm,
you

might

find

yourself

wondering what the best gear

upgrade path will be if you want to get into
raiding or PvP-ing? There are two elements

in play here. Skill and gear. The former is

beyond the scope of this guide, the latter I
can help with. I can't narrow down specific
gear selections, but I can definitely point you
in the right direction.

There is a set of green quality gear

available for the level 79-81 range. When
comparing stats, this gear easily beats ilvl

264 gear (gear from Icecrown 10 heroic or
25 normal). Several pieces in these sets are

blue quality, making them even more solid
upgrades.
Your average quest reward between level

79-81 is of lower quality, which makes the
crafted gear a reasonable choice if you want

Where To Start
Whether you plan to focus on PvP or PvE,
your starting point is the same. Level 78-80,

to hit the ground running when you begin
leveling in Cataclysm.

Medium Quality Gear

wearing Northrendian gear.

You may have simply quested through
Northrend

and

find

yourself

At level 85, a full set of blue quality crafted

wearing

gear becomes available. These pieces are of

may be decked out in fully gemmed and

mode dungeons, meaning they will allow you

primarily questing greens and blues, or you
enchanted

Emblem-bought,

Raiding gear from WotLK.

Crafted

or

In both cases, you will soon be able to find

or craft upgrades in Cataclysm - before

better quality than gear found in normal
to skip normal dungeons entirely and step

into heroic mode right off the bat. They will
not be sufficient as raiding gear.

Entry Level Raiding Gear

reaching the level cap. Even if you're using
gear from heroic Citadel 25.

Epic quality items are available as well.
When Cataclysm becomes older, these will
come in various tiers, but initially the choice

will be constricted to a small selection of
items of the same level. These are on par with

- 13 -
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epic gear found in heroic dungeons and can

Baradin Hold

provide a sound base for an entry-level
raiding gear set. They will only cover a few

It appears that the Vault of Archavon is

item slots however, you will need to do

making a return in Cataclysm, albeit under a

raiding gear.

the same as in Northrend, the boss inside will

heroic dungeons to accumulate a full set of

drop a selection of PvE and PvP items from

Point Gear
Gear

purchased

with

points

different name. If the implementation will be

the current content tier, including tier set
doesn't

pieces.

normally play a big role until you've reached
the level cap. Once you have, it becomes the

best means of upgrading your gear without
setting foot into Raid, Battleground or Arena.
Justice Points
Obtained in heroic mode dungeons and

through the daily dungeons.

Use these to buy the lower quality (but still
quite good) raiding or PvP gear.
Valor Points
Obtained in raids, by doing the heroic

daily dungeon and the daily battleground.

Use these to buy top level raiding and PvP

gear.
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Try to keep your inventory organized. Put

PREPARATION

I

the things you want to keep in the lower bag

f you're planning to start a new
character and want to prepare

yourself for a leveling experience

as smooth as possible, this is the chapter for

slots so that everything you pick up will be
easily located. It saves you mousing over

every item to figure out if its a piece of crap
or not.

you. I will cover which consumables to stock
up on, how to get the biggest experience
boost and recommend some good practices
that should help streamline your leveling.

Having a Traveler's Tundra Mammoth is
very convenient while leveling, as the

vendors provide you with a means to sell
your gear wherever you're able to mount.
The price is a big downside though: It costs

Inventory Space
Whether you happen to be a pack rat or

20k gold, minus rep discounts.

There are other options to sell your items

not, having a lot of bag space will save you

anywhere you want:

to delete when your inventory is overflowing

Allows you access to a vendor, the bank or a

lots of time. Not only does figuring out what
cost a lot of time, it costs even more time to
run back to a vendor. Because of this, I would
recommend getting yourself four of the
largest bags you can afford. Worries about
wasting time aside, it is also simply very
convenient to have lots of space available.

If you don't have large amounts of gold to

burn, I'd suggest buying Frostweave Bags.

Embersilk Bags are the better option,

weighing in at 22 slot each.

•The

Argent Gruntling / Squire

mailbox once every 4 hours. The cooldown is
terrible, and he only provides access to one of
these services, but its better than nothing.
Obtaining this pet does take a fair bit of
effort, however: It requires becoming a

champion at the Argent Tournament in
Northrend.
•Guild

Page

Provides access to guild rewards, but also lets
you sell your items. 8 hour cooldown.
•Guild

Herald

Provides access to guild rewards, but also lets
you sell your items. 4 hour cooldown.
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One more method for quick access to

this: Your new major city is either Stormwind

remote storage is the new guild perk Mobile

or Orgrimmar, depending on faction. These

guild bank once per hour. Whether you can

and are intended to be the new Dalaran for

depends on your guild, of course. This would

breadcrumb quests for level 80-85, and

Banking, which allows you access to your
actually store and remove things from there

cities have received overhauls for Cataclysm
their respective factions. You will find

probably only really be an option for a very

portals to them, in your capital city. As with

requires level 11, which means it wont be

first levels. You get to choose between either

poor an option as it is, I wanted to at least

Vashj'ir

small or even a one-man guild. The perk
available very quickly to small guilds. As

WotLK, there are two starting zones for the
Vashj'ir or Mount Hyjal.

mention it.

This

Use The Mailbox

is

underwater

zone.

Several

improvements to underwater travel make the

If you're going to make a Goblin or
Worgen and have a wide selection of gear

and consumables for them available as they
level, do yourself a favor and mail these items
to yourself. They'll be ready for the taking at
any mailbox, whereas bank content is much
less readily available.

experience much more enjoyable than the
typical pre-Cataclysm underwater questing
you might be thinking of. Upon starting in
the zone, you will quickly receive a

permanent buff which allows you to move
over the seafloor quicker and lets you breath
underwater. After a number of quests, you
will be rewarded a seahorse, which lets you
move at much great speeds.

Where To Go

Leveling in this zone starts slightly slower

When Outland and Northrend were
added, it was pretty clear where you wanted

to head to – the new continent! With
Cataclysm, there is no new continent, so you
might be wondering where to go at level 80,

than in Mount Hyjal due to the lack of
immediate access to flying, but it picks up

when you obtain the seahorse. The storyline
in Vashj'ir is also impressively cool, but that
could be a matter of personal taste.

unless you're making a new character. If

you're level 80 and looking to level up, know
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Mount Hyjal

•(Glvl

A typical outdoor zone, you will be able to

2 / 6) Fast Track. Provides 5 / 10%

additional experience.
•(Glvl

3) Mount Up! Increases speed while

fly around and quest as normal. The zone is

mounted by 10%. Doesn't work in Arenas or

an impact on me. Leveling speed is probably

•(Glvl

as story driven as Vashj'ir, but it made less of
a little faster in Mount Hyjal.

•(Glvl

When you finish either of the starting
zones (or both, if you choose to), you will be
able to pick up another quest in your capital
you

into

the

7 / 9) Reinforce. Items take 10/20%

less durability loss when you die.

Deepholm

sending

Battlegrounds.

Maelstrom.

Transportation to Deepholm goes through a

8)

Hasty

Hearth.

-15

minutes

Hearthstone cooldown.
•(Glvl

15) The Quick and the Dead. +100%

movement speed as a ghost. Health and mana
gained when resurrected by a guild member
increased by 50%.

And then there are two more which could

portal again, which conveniently limits your

come in very handy if you're leveling in a

is built for level 82-83. After Deepholm,

•(Glvl

traveling time to just about nothing. The zone
you'll go to Uldum (83-84) and Twilight
Highlands (84-85), respectively.

group.
21)

Have

Group,

Will

Travel.

Summons all raid or party members to the

caster's current location. 6 second cast time,
2 hour cooldown.

Join A Guild

•(Glvl

Cataclysm introduced guild leveling and
Guild Perks. Guild leveling itself provides

benefits in that it allows you access to new

25) Mass Resurrection. Brings all dead

party and raid members back to life with

35% health and mana. Cannot be cast in
combat.

The mass resurrect and summon are

heirlooms, namely the Cloak at guild level 10

interesting indeed. They allow anyone to

experience boost. Perks are another big

inherently have spells to do so or not. You do

and the Helm at level 20. Both provide a 10%
reason to be in (and stay in) a guild. Why are

Perks important for leveling? Let me show
you:

summon and resurrect others, whether they
not require a mana pool to use it. Mass
Resurrection has no cooldown, but a player
may only be resurrected by this spell once
every 10 minutes.
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There are other Guild Perks that are not

Note: If you had a 310% flying speed

directly linked to faster leveling or reducing

mount prior to the release of patch 4.01, you

from this chapter. For the full list, look here.

This does not work retroactively; obtaining a

Flying In Azeroth

not grant you Master Riding going forward,

downtime, which is why I've omitted them

will have received Master Riding for free.
new mount which was formerly 310% will

This little sub chapter is mucho important.
You can fly in Azeroth starting at level 60,

but you can't do so automatically. You have
to train Flight Master's License to do it. The

except for the Violet Protodrake rewarded by
'What a Long, Strange Trip It's Been'.

Either way, you'll need your 250 gold

license when you first log into Cataclysm.

Consumables

most logical location for this is the Flight
Trainer in Orgrimmar or Stormwind.
That would be:

Consumables serve to improve your

Mazhra, right in the center of Orgrimmar

leveling speed through buffs. In addition,

Bralla Cloudwing, on top of the wall at the

situations. As the list becomes rather long

at 49.2, 59.5
entrance of Stormwind at 70.5, 73.3

Flight Master's License costs 250 gold and
requires level 60.

health

help

you

survive

bad

when listing all the viable options for each
type of consumable, I have focused on the
best (bolded) ones.

Adventurer's Journal

In addition, you can train something called

Master Riding, which will set your flying

potions

The

Adventurer's

Journal

is

a

new

speed to 'the highest possible speed', which

consumable crafted by Inscribers. It provides

gold to train. Note: You CAN get a rep

total. The buff lasts an hour and the journal

means 310%. This skill will cost a hefty 5000
discount for this skill and buy it for 4000

gold, but not in Dalaran. You will have to
train it in either Valiant Keep or Warsong

Hold in Borean Tundra. Provided your rep
with Horde Expedition / Alliance Vanguard is
high enough, you will get a discount.

a random buff from a selection of seven in
has a 4 hour cooldown, so you can have it up
25% of the time at most unless you log off for

3 hours after every hour of playtime. That
doesn't sound like a tremendously good idea.

The Journal can be used from level 75 up

to and including 84.
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Here's the list of buffs:

Healing

•+10%

experience from quests

•+15%

damage to humanoids

•+15%

movement speed

•+15%
•+15%

Minor Healing Potion (Level 1-2) Restores

damage to beasts

70 to 90 health.
Lesser

damage to dragonkin

•chance

enemy

Resilient

Blackfallow Ink.

Parchments

and

1

These journals don't stack, so I recommend

mailing yourself a bunch of them if you wish
to use them while leveling.

lumping

Healing,

Mana

and

Healing potions help you not die in bad

280 to 360 health

Greater Healing Potion (Level 21-34)

Restores 455 to 585 health
Superior Healing

Potion (35 –

Restores 700 to 900 health

obviously only if you actually use that

1050 to 1750 health

Super Healing Potion (55 – 69) Restores

2700 to 4500 health

Mythical Healing Potion (78-85)

Restores 6750 to 11250 health.
Mana
Minor Mana Potion (Level 5 - 13)

resource and Rejuvenating potions do a bit of

Restores 140 to 180 mana

uninterrupted battle (leaving combat resets

Restores 280 to 360 mana

health pools, Northrend quality healing

to 585 mana

worthwhile.

Restores 700 to 900 mana

both. You can only use one potion per

this). Note that with the highly increased
become

decidedly

less

Potions in bold are suggestions for level

80-85 leveling.

44)

Major Healing Potion (45 - 54) Restores

situations. Mana Potions can do the same, but

have

Restores

Runic Healing Potion (70 - 77) Restores

Rejuvenation potions into this subchapter.

potions

3-11)

1500 to 2500 health

Restorative Potions
I'm

(Level

Healing Potion (Level 12-20)

to heal yourself when damaging an

4

Potion

Restores 140 to 180 health

The materials to make the journals are

cheap;

Healing

Lesser Mana Potion (Level 14 – 21)
Mana Potion (Level 22 – 30) Restores 455
Greater Mana Potion (Level 31 – 40)
Superior Mana Potion (Level 41 – 48)

Restores 900 to 1500 mana
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Major Mana Potion (Level 49 – 54)

You could also use potions that restore

Restores 1350 to 2250 mana

health and mana over a short period of time,

Restores 1800 to 3000 mana

Regeneration Potion. I don't like to use these

Restores 4200 to 4400 mana

potions for emergency situations. Usually,

Super Mana Potion (Level 55 – 69)
Runic Mana Potion (Level 70 – 77)
Mythical Mana Potion (Level 78 –

85) Restores 9250 to 10750 mana

like the Dreamless Sleep Potion or Fel
much myself because I tend to reserve my
emergencies have some urgency behind

them, and waiting 12 seconds on your health
to slowly rise is not typically the way you

Rejuvenation
Minor Rejuvenation Potion (Level 5 – 34)

want to go.

Combat Potions

Restores 90 to 150 health and mana

Wildvine Potion (Level 35 – 49) Restores

These will help you kill faster. I generally

1 to 1500 health and mana (this one isn't

don't carry more than stack of these, as I only

listing it for completeness sake)

of time that I'm going to be fighting a tough

that easy to get and probably expensive, I'm
Major Rejuvenation Potion (Level 50 – 64)

Restores 1440 to 1760 health and mana

Super Rejuvenation Potion (Level 65 – 69)
Restores 2100 to 2300 health and mana
Powerful Rejuvenation Potion (Level 70 –
77) Restores 2475 to 4125 health and mana

Mighty Rejuvenation Potion (Level

78 – 85)

Restores 7200 to 8800

health and mana

Mysterious Potion (Level 80 - 85)

Restores 1-20000 health and mana.
Great for the gambling type.
Other Restorative Potions

find myself using them when I know ahead
mob.

Insane

Strength

Potion

(Level

50+)

Increases Strength by 120 and decreases
dodge rating by 75 for 15 seconds.
Heroic

Potion

(Level

60+)

Increases

Strength by 70 and health by 700 for 15
seconds.

Destruction Potion (Level 60+) Increases

spell critical chance by 2% and spell power
by 120 for 15 seconds.

Potion of Speed (Level 70+) Increases haste

rating by 500 for 15 seconds.

Volcanic Potion (Level 80+) Increases spell

power by 1200 for 25 seconds.

Potion of the Tol'vir (Level 80+) Increases

agility by 1200 for 25 seconds.
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Golemblood Potion (Level 80+) Increases
strength by 1200 for 25 seconds.

Sneaking Potion (Level 50+) Increases
stealth a great deal for 1 minute. Rogue and
Druid (Cat) only.

Warrior/Druid Only

Potion of Petrification (Level 50+) Absorb

Rage Potion (Level 4+) +20-40 rage.

Great Rage Potion (Level 25+) +30-60
rage.

Mighty Rage Potion (Level 45+) +45 to 75

rage and increases strength by 60 for 20
seconds.

up to 6000 damage in total, but leaves you
unable to move, attack or cast spells. Lasts 30

seconds. Could be of use if you've dotted your
enemies up and are in danger of being killed.

Potion of Treasure Finding (Level 80+)

Allows you to sometimes find extra treasure

from monsters in Mount Hyjal, Vash'jir,
Deepholm, Twilight Highlands and Uldum.

Other Useful Potions
Swiftness Potion (Level 5+) +50% Run
Speed for 15 seconds. This one has saved my
life plenty of times. Its awesome, honestly.
Carry a stack of these with you.

Swim Speed Potion (Level 10+) Increases

swim speed by 100% for 20 seconds.
Lesser Invisibility Potion (Level 23+) Gives
the imbiber invisibility for 15 seconds.

Lasts 1 hour. Effect persists through death,

like a flask. The treasure takes the form of
treasure chests you'll sometimes find from
monsters. What info I have tells me you'll
find a small amount of gold, some Embersilk
Cloth, and possibly an item inside.

Potion of Deepholm (Level 82+) Teleports
the imbiber to Deepholm

Flasks

Handy for looting quest items you wouldn't

be able to reach without aggroing things, or

Flasks have the benefit of persisting

skipping mobs you don't feel like killing.

through death and provide the biggest stat

above, lasts 18 seconds.

guardian and battle elixir. I will only list

Invisibility Potion (Level 37+) Same as
Restorative Potion (Level 32+) Removes 1

magic, curse, poison or disease effect on you
every 5 seconds for 30 seconds.

Magic Resistance Potion (Level 32+) +50 to

all resists for 3 minutes.

boosts. Remember that flasks count as both a
offensive flasks as I feel that defensive ones

are a poor choice for leveling purposes.
Flasks are generally more expensive to craft
than Elixirs.

Note that all flasks last one hour.
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Flask of Supreme Power (Level 50) +70

Elixir of Lion's Strength (Level 1+) +4

spell power.

strength

intellect.

strength. Lasts 20 minutes.

+120 attack power.

strength

Flask of Distilled Wisdom (Level 50+) +65
Flask of Relentless Assault (Level 65+)

Elixir of Giant Growth (Level 8+) +8
Elixir of Ogre's Strength (Level 20+) +8

Flask of Pure Death (Level 65+) +80

Elixir of Giants (Level 38+) +25 strength

shadow, fire and frost spell power.

Elixir of Brute Force (Level 45+) +18

Flask of Blinding Light (Level 65+) +80

strength and stamina

Flask of the Frost Wyrm (Level 75+) +125

strength

Flask of Endless Rage (Level75+) +180

strength

arcane, holy and nature spell power.
spell power.

attack power.

Elixir of Major Strength (Level 50+) +35
Elixir of Mighty Strength (Level 70+) +50

Flask of Titanic Strength (Level 80+) +300

Combat (Agility)

Flask of the Winds (Level 80+) +300

Elixir of Lesser Agility (Level 18+) +8

strength.
agility.

Flask of the Draconic Mind (Level 80+)
+300 intellect.

Elixir of Minor Agility (Level 2+) +4 agility
agility

Elixir of Agility (Level 27+) +15 agility
Elixir of Greater Agility (Level 38+) +25
agility

Elixirs
Elixirs are far cheaper than flasks, even
when factoring in their shorter duration... as

Elixir of the Mongoose (Level 46+) +25

agility and +10 crit rating.

Elixir of Mighty Agility (Level 70+) +45

long as you don't die. Another benefit is that

agility

and

agility and crit rating

you can have both a Guardian(Defensive)
a

Combat(Offensive)

elixir

active

simultaneously. Elixirs are available at a

lower level than Flasks. Most Elixirs last an
hour, I have noted any deviations.

Elixir of Armor Piercing (Level 70+) +25
Elixir of Major Agility (Level 55+) +30

agility and 12 crit rating
Combat (Attack Power)

Combat (Strength)
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Onslaught Elixir (Level 50+) +60 attack

Elixir

of Expertise

power

expertise rating

power and -10 stamina

rating

Fel Strength Elixir (Level 60+) +90 attack
Wrath Elixir (Level 70+) +90 attack power
Combat (Spell Power)

Elixir of Firepower (Level 18+) +10 fire
spell power.

rating

Elixir of the Naga (Level 80+) +255

expertise rating

Elixir of the Master (Level 80+) +225

Arcane Elixir (Level 37+) +20 spell power

rating

Elixir of the Cobra (Level 80+) +255 crit
Elixir of Mighty Speed (Level 80+) +225

shadow spell power

haste rating

spell power

+225 hit rating

Elixir of Greater Firepower (Level 40+) +40
Greater Arcane Elixir (Level 47+) +35 spell

Elixir of Impossible Accuracy (Level 80+)

power and 10 crit rating.

Elixir of Major Frost Power (Level 50+)
+55 frost spell power
Elixir of Major Firepower (Level 50+) +55

Combat (Stats)
Elixir of Mastery (Level 50+) +15 to all
stats
Guru's Elixir (Level 70+) +20 to all stats

fire spell power

Adept's Elixir (Level 50+) +24 spell power

and crit rating

Guardian (Health)
Weak Troll's Blood Elixir (Level 1+) +2

Elixir of Major Shadow Power (Level 60+)

health every 5 seconds

Spellpower Elixir (Level 70+) +58 spell

health every 5 seconds.

Combat (Ratings)

health every 5 seconds.

+55 shadow spell power
power

Elixir of Lighting Speed (Level 70+) +45

haste rating

+45

Elixir of Accuracy (Level 70+) +45 hit

mastery rating

Elixir of Shadow Power (Level 40+) +40

70+)

Elixir of Deadly Strikes (Level 70+) +45 crit

Elixir of Frost Power (Level 28+) +15 frost

spell power

(Level

Strong Troll's Blood Elixir (Level 15+) +6
Major Troll's Blood Elixir (Level 26+) +12
Mighty Troll's Blood Elixir (Level 53+) +20

health every 5 seconds
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Elixir of Minor Fortitude (Level 1+) +25
maximum health
Elixir

of

Wisdom

(Level

10+)

+60

Elixir of the Sages (Level 44+) +180
maximum mana and +18 spirit

Elixir of Draenic Wisdom (Level 50+) +300

maximum mana

maximum mana and +30 spirit

maximum health

+450 maximum mana

Elixir of Fortitude (Level 25+) +120

Elixir of Mighty Thoughts (Level 70+)

Elixir of Major Fortitude (Level 50+) +250

maximum health and +10 health every 5

Mageblood Elixir (Level 40+) +30 spirit

seconds.

Elixir of Major Mageblood (Level 60+) +40

Elixir of Mighty Fortitude (Level 70+) +350

maximum health and 20 health every 5
seconds.

spirit

Elixir of Spirit (Level 70+) +50 spirit
Elixir of Mighty Mageblood (Level 70+)

+60 spirit

Guardian (Armor)
Elixir of Minor Defense (Level 1+) +25
armor
Elixir of Defense (Level 16+) +40 armor

Elixir of Greater Defense (Level 29+) +100
armor
Elixir of Superior Defense (Level 43+)
+120 armor

Guardian (Other)
Gift of Arthas (Level 38+) +10 shadow
resistance. If an enemy strikes the imbiber,
the attacker has a 30% chance to be afflicted

with a curse that increases their damage
taken by 8. Lasts 30 minutes.
Earthen Elixir (Level 50+) prevents up to

Elixir of Major Defense (Level 55+) +140

20 damage done by physical and magical

Elixir of Protection (Level 70+) +220 armor

Elixir of Water Walking (Guardian) (Level

armor

Elixir of Mighty Defense (Level 70+) +220

armor

Elixir of Deep Earth (Level 80+) +900

attacks.

35+) Allows you to walk across water for 10
minutes

armor

Guardian (Mana)

Elixir of Greater Intellect (Level 37+) +250
maximum mana
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Scrolls

Temporary Weapon Enchants

Scrolls are kind of a special case. While

Temporary weapon enchants such as

you could benefit from both scrolls and

weightstones, sharpening stones and oils

Scroll of Stamina and Protection count as a

are still worth using as you level up. Once

elixirs in the past, this is no longer the case.

have been phased out in Northrend, but they

Guardian Elixir. The rest is a Battle Elixir. All

you

apply:

these items. Note: These do stack with

scrolls last 30 minutes. The following stats

I – Requires Level 1. +3 to primary stat or
+12 armor

higher

level

weapons

from

Northrend, you will no longer be able to use

permanent weapon enchants. All of these
enchants last 1 hour, unless noted otherwise.

II – Requires Level 15. +5 to primary stat

or +20 armor

get

Both Weapon Types
Elemental Sharpening Stone (Level 50+)

III – Requires Level 30. +8 to primary stat

+28 Crit rating for 1 hour.

IV – Requires Level 40. +10 to primary stat

far better than the Outland alternatives until

V – Requires Level 50. +15 to primary stat

you're using a slow weapon. Unlike the name

or +32 armor
or +40 armor
or +60 armor
VI – Requires Level 60. +20 to a primary
stat or +80 armor

VII – Requires Level 70. +25 to a primary

This is a pre-burning crusade stone. It is
well over level 60. It stays superior when
suggests, it works with both blunt and sharp
weapons.
Weightstones

stat or +100 armor

Only

stat. (Protection VIII doesn't exist)

damage

stat or +400 armor

damage

VIII – Requires Level 80. +30 to a primary
IX – Requires Level 85. +35 to a primary

-

Blunt

Weapons

Rough Weightstone (Level 1+) +2 weapon
Coarse Weightstone (Level 5+) +3 weapon
Heavy Weighstone (Level 15+) +4 weapon

damage

Solid Weightstone (Level 25+) +6 weapon

damage
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Dense Weightstone (Level 35+) +8 weapon

Minor Wizard Oil (Level 5+) +8 spell

damage

power

damage

power

Fel Weightstone (Level 50+) +12 weapon
Adamantite Weightstone (Level 60+) +12

Lesser Wizard Oil (Level 30+) +16 spell
Wizard Oil (Level 40+) +24 spell power

weapon damage and 14 crit rating
Sharpening

Stones

–

Sharp

Weapons Only

Rough Sharpening Stone (Level 1+) +2

Brilliant Wizard Oil (Level 45+) +36 spell
power and +14 crit rating

Superior Wizard Oil (Level 58+) +42 spell

power

weapon damage

Mana Oil

weapon damage

Minor Mana Oil (Level 20+) +4 mana

Coarse Sharpening Stone (Level 5+) +3

Weapon oils all have 5 charges each.

Heavy Sharpening Stone (Level 15+) +4

every 5 seconds.

Solid Sharpening Stone (Level 25+) +6

every 5 seconds.

Dense Sharpening Stone (Level 35+) +8

every 5 seconds. +13 spell power

Fel Sharpening Stone (Level 50+) +12

every 5 seconds.

weapon damage
weapon damage
weapon damage
weapon damage

Lesser Mana Oil (Level 40+) +8 mana
Brilliant Mana Oil (Level 45+) +12 mana
Superior Mana Oil (Level 52+) +14 mana

Stat Food

Adamantite Sharpening Stone (Level 60+)

+12 weapon damage and 14 crit rating

only boost spirit and/or stamina. There is too

Special

Shadow Oil (Level 24+) 15% chance to cast
Shadow Bolt rank 3 when hitting an enemy

with this weapon. Lasts 30 minutes. The bolt
deals about 50 damage.

Most of the really low level stat food will
much of it to list, and I don't really think its
worth the bother, so I left them out of the list.

Smoked Sagefish (Level 10+) +4 mana

every 5 seconds for 15 mins

Sagefish Delight (Level 30+) +8 mana

every 5 seconds for 15 mins

Wizard Oil
Weapon oils all have 5 charges each.
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Clamlette Surprise (Level 35+) +24 attack

Rhinolicious Wormsteak (Level 70+) +40

power and 14 spell power for 1 hour. This

expertise rating and stamina

physical and spell damage, but who cares,

Sculpin (Level 70+) +80 attack power and 40

Smoked Desert Dumplings (Level 45+) +20

Cuttlesteak / Mighty Rhino Dogs (Level

food may be weird in that it boosts both
the stats are good and it lasts a full hour.

Mega Mammoth Meal / Poached Northern

stamina

strength for 15 mins.

70+) +40 spirit and stamina

attack power for 15 mins.

and stamina

Blackened Basilisk (Level 55+) +23 spell

agility and stamina

Charred Bear Kabobs (Level 45+) +24
Poached Bluefish / Crunchy Serpent /

power and 20 spirit for 30 mins.

Dragonfin Fillet (Level 70+) +40 strength
Blackened Dragonfin (Level 70+) +40

Leveling Gear

Warp Burger / Grilled Mudfish (Level 55+)

+20 agility and spirit for 30 mins.
Roasted Clefthoof (Level 55+) +20 strength

Lets talk about Heirlooms first; how else to

and spirit for 30 mins.

start a chapter about leveling gear? If you've

and 20 spirit for 30 mins

80-85, you'll be disappointed to find out that

Ravager Dog (Level 55+) +40 attack power
Spicy Hot Talbuk (Level 65+) +20 hit

rating and spirit
Skullfish Soup (Level 65+) +20 crit rating
and spirit

Spicy Blue Nettlefish / Spiced Worm

Burger / Hearty Rhino (Level 70+) +40 crit
rating and stamina

Worg Tartare / Snapper Extreme (Level

70+) +40 hit rating and stamina

Imperial Manta Steak / Very Burnt Worg

collected Heirlooms to use for leveling
none of the heirlooms introduced in WotLK
are functional for level 80-85. You can,
however, use

heirlooms to

level

new

characters. You might use them for... oh , I
don't know, a Goblin or Worgen perhaps?

Note: Northrendian Heirlooms with a

1-80 restriction will not function for leveling
from 80 to 81.

(Level 70+) +40 haste rating and stamina

Firecracker Salmon / Tender Shoveltusk

Steak (Level 70+) 46 spell power and 40
stamina
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New heirlooms are available in Cataclysm;

Lastly, the Adventurer's Journal 'can'

cloaks, helms and pants. There are also three

provide you with a 10% experience boost. It

as of yet. It is likely that they will be difficult

level 75 and 84, so I can't promise anything.

rings, but it is unknown how to obtain those

to get, much like the Dread Pirate Ring from
the fishing contest in Northrend.

provides a random buff to those between
It lasts an hour and has a 4 hour cooldown.

Enchants

Cloaks require guild level 10, Head gear

needs guild level 20. How to acquire the new
heirloom pants is currently unknown.

Using enchants for leveling isn't exactly

65% increased experience from
kills and quests

In case you're interested in decking a
freshly made level 1 out in the most
experience boosting gear possible, you could
obtain an impressive 65% experience boost
by using the following items:
•Heirloom

Head (1-85) 10%

•Heirloom

Cloak (1-85) 5%

•Heirloom
•Heirloom
•Heirloom
•Heirloom
•Heirloom

required, but it can help you level a bit faster.

Do keep in mind that gear gets replaced
frequently as you level, which might make
some enchants short-lived. Don't forget that
you can buy scrolls for regular enchants and
keep them handy to apply whenever you
need them.
One more thing: You cannot enchant

Heirlooms!

The following enchantment info is for

Shoulder (1-80) 10%

characters of all level ranges, so it could be

Chest (1-80) 10%

Worgen as well as those simply going from

useful to those aspiring to create a Goblin or

Legs (1-85) 10%

80-85.

Ring (1-80) 5%

Head

Ring #2 (1-85) 5%

This makes 55%; The final 10% comes

from the Guild Perk: Fast Track

Level 50-70: Knothide Armor Kit /
Heavy Knothide Armor Kit
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None of the head enchants at this level

There are shoulder enchants for level 70,

range are easy to get, except for Knothide

but those require Exalted with either Aldor

below 50 and they're not particularly good

you normally level through the 58-68 range

Knothide isn't very good either, but its better

to get your rep to exalted would be quite

armor. Their level requirements don't start
for the level 50-70 range in the first place.
than nothing.

or Scryers, which you're not going to get if

in Outland. Buying enough Marks or Signets
expensive and not worth it.

Level 70-80: Arcanum of Ferocity

Level 50-70: Knothide Armor Kit /

There are two other useful leveling

Arcanums in Outland, but both require
revered with reputations you are unlikely to
raise very far while leveling. You only really

have a shot at getting Ferocity as it requires

Heavy Knothide Armor Kit
A small

stamina boost. Better than

nothing..probably.
Level 70-80: No change, unless..

There is one other option for this level

revered with Cenarion Expedition, something

range, but I personally think it is too

in Zangarmarsh.

you gain. You can get Inscriptions for either

you may end up getting if you do all quests
Level 80-85: Arcanum of ....

These require level 80 and exalted with
various reputations. They're heirlooms; you
can buy them on a character with sufficient
reputation and mail them to an alt. Note:
Your alt won't need the reputation, but will
still need to be level 80.

Shoulder
Level 1-50: Nothing

cumbersome to do for the small stat boost
Honored or Exalted with the Scryer or Aldor

reputation. To reach Honored at level 64, you
need to turn in 220 Marks of Kil'Jaeden or
Firewing Signets respectively. If you are a
Blood Elf going Aldor, you need 340
Marks/Signets. Same for a Draenei going
Scryer.

Level 80-85: Greater Inscription of

the..

These require exalted with the Sons of

Hodir, but they're heirlooms. If you have the

rep on one character, you can buy an
enchant and mail it to an alt who lacks the
required rep.
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Back

Item Level 60-299

Regular enchants require no character
level, but an item level instead. You can
enable the display of item levels by going to

interface options and enabling 'show item
level' in the Display menu.

Powerful Stats. +10 to all stats
Super Health. +375 health

Greater Mana Restoration. +10 mana per 5

seconds.

Item Level 300-infinity
Mighty Stats. +15 to all stats / Peerless

Item Level 1-34

Stats. +20 to all stats.

Lesser Agility. +3 Agility

Exceptional Spirit. +40 spirit

Item Level 35-60

Wrist

Greater Agility. +12 Agility
Item Level 60-300

Item Level 1-34

Major Agility. 22 Agility

Mana Regeneration. +5 mana per 5

Greater Speed. 23 Haste

Superior Strength. +9 Strength

Wisdom. 10 Spirit

seconds.

Item Level 300-infinity!
Intellect. +30 Intellect / Greater Intellect.

+50 Intellect

Critical Strike. +30 Critical Strike / Greater
Critical Strike. +65 Critical Strike

Item Level 35-59

Assault. +24 attack power
Brawn. +12 strength
Restore Mana Prime. +8 mana per 5

Item Level 1-34

seconds.

Greater Stats. +4 to all stats

Major Intellect. +12 intellect

Major Mana. +100 mana

Item Level 60-299

Major Health. +100 health.

Greater Assault. +50 attack power

Item Level 35-59

Superior Spellpower. +30 spell power

Exceptional Stats. +6 to all stats

Major Spirit. +18 spirit

Major Spirit. +15 Spirit

Expertise. +15 expertise

Restore Mana Prime. +7 mana per 5
seconds.

Healing Power. +15 spell power

Stats. +4 to all stats

Chest

Exceptional Health. +150 health

Superior Spirit. +9 spirit

Greater Stats. +6 to all stats

Item Level 300-infinity
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Speed. +50 haste rating / Greater Speed.

Haste. +50 haste

+65 haste

Greater Expertise. +50 expertise

Critical Strike. +50 critical strike / Greater

Legs

Critical Strike. +65 critical strike
Precision. +50 hit rating

Level 1-49

Exceptional Spirit. +50 spirit

Nothing really useful here, but you could

Greater Expertise. +50 expertise

slap several types of armor kits on there for
this level range.

Hands

1-19: Medium Armor Kit +16 armor

Item level 1-34

20-29: Heavy Armor Kit +24 armor

Superior Agility. +15 agility

30-39: Thick Armor Kit +32 armor

Greater Strength. +7 strength

40-49: Rugged Armor Kit +40 armor

Minor Haste. +10 haste

Level 50-59

Shadow Power. +20 shadow spell power

Cobrahide Leg Armor. +50 attack power

Fire Power. +20 fire spell power

and 10 crit

Healing Power. +16 spell power

power and 15 stamina

Frost Power. +20 frost spell power

Mystic / Silver Spellthread. +25 spell

Item level 35-59

Level 60-69

Major Strength. +15 strength

Nethercobra Leg Armor. +50 attack power

Major Spellpower. +20 spell power

and +12 crit

Precise Strikes. +15 hit

power and 20 stamina

Assault. +26 attack power

Runic / Golden Spellthread. +35 spell

Item level 60-299

Level 70-84

Major Agility. +20 agility

Brilliant Spellthread. +50 spell power and

Crusher. +44 attack power

+20 spirit

Precision. +20 hit

+30 stamina

Exceptional Strength. +35 Strength /

power and 15 crit

Mastery. +50 Mastery / Greater Mastery.

power and 22 crit rating

Expertise. +15 expertise

Sapphire Spellthread. +50 spell power and

Item level 300-infinity
Mighty Strength. +50 strength
+65 mastery

Nerubian Leg Armor (70-79). +55 attack
Icescale Leg Armor (80-84). +75 attack
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Feet

Weapons

Item level 1-34

Item level 1-34

Minor Speed. +8% movement speed

Crusader. often heals you for 75-125 and

Greater Agility. +7 agility

increases strength by 100 for 15 seconds.

Spirit. +5 spirit

Spellpower. +30 spell power

Lesser Accuracy. +5 hit

Agility. +15 agility

Surefooted. +10 hit and crit

Mongoose. Occassionally increases agility

Item level 35-59

Item level 35-59

Cat's Swiftness. +6 agility and +8%
movement speed
Boar's

Speed.

+9

movement speed

stamina

and

by 120 and attack speed by 2%
Major Agility. +35 agility

+8%

Potency. +20 strength

(2H) Savagery. +70 attack power

Dexterity. +12 agility

Sunfire. +50 fire and arcane spell power

Item level 60-299
Tuskarr's Vitality. +15 stamina and 8%
movement speed

Soulfrost. +50 shadow and frost spell
power
Major Spellpower. +40 spell power

Greater Assault. +32 attack power

Item level 60-299

Superior Agility. +16 agility

Superior Potency. +65 attack power

Greater Spirit. +18 spirit

Berserking. Sometimes increases attack

Icewalker. +12 hit and crit

power by 400, at the cost of reduced armor.

Item level 300-infinity

(2H) Massacre. +110 attack power

Haste. +50 haste

Exceptional Spirit. +45 spirit

Major Agility. +35 agility

Mighty Spellpower. +63 spell power

Precision. +50 hit

Accuracy. +25 crit and hit rating

Mastery. +50 mastery
Assassin's Step. +25 agility and +8%

movement speed
Lavawalker.

movement speed

+35

mastery

and

+8%

Black Magic. Sometimes increases haste
rating by 250

Item level 300-infinity
Avalanche. Often deal 463-537 nature

damage with ranged and melee attacks.

Mending. Often heals you when damaging

an enemy.
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Hurricane. Sometimes increases haste

Make sure to learn all the glyphs for your

rating by 450 for 12 seconds when casting

class, or at least all the ones you think have

Heartsong. Sometimes increases spirit by

supply of Dust of Disappearance handy

Landslide. Sometimes increases attack

know when you might want to switch

spells or dealing ranged or melee damage.
200 for 25 seconds when casting spells.

power by 1000 for 12 seconds when dealing
ranged or melee damage.

potential for leveling. Keeping a healthy
wouldn't be a bad idea either; you never
glyphs.

Gems

Power Torrent. Sometimes increases spell

power by 500 for 12 seconds when dealing
damage or healing with spells.

Which of the above enchants is actually
good naturally depends on your class. If you
frequently need to sit down to eat while
soloing, then perhaps Mending could be a
good choice for you.

The amount of socketable gear you can get
your hands on while leveling is limited,
which

makes

collecting

lots

of

gems

beforehand a bad idea. Nonetheless, keeping
some gems ready for when you do obtain
socketed gear isn't a bad plan at all. Combat
ratings become proportionally worth less
than the primary stats as you level, so I

Glyphs

would invest in Strength, Agility, Intellect or

Glyphs are permanently learned. You can

Spirit when it comes to gems.

Food, Drink And First

switch them at will once learned, but keep in

mind that switching a glyph out for another
requires one Dust of Disappearance. Dust of
Disappearance can be crafted by inscribers

Aid
Food, drink and first aid are much more

and purchased from inscription vendors. It

important for leveling in the 80-85 zones

auction house (or crafted by yourself) will be

lot harder and unless you have some way to

stands to reason that the ones obtained in the

less expensive than those bought from
vendors.

than they were for Northrend. Enemies hit a
heal yourself while fighting, you will need to
take healing breaks more often.
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Most of the Northrend quality food has
become fairly weak since the stamina
increase on gear went live with 4.01. You

can purchase new, high quality food in any

of the new 80+ zones. Click for an example:
Food. Water restores about the same amount,

but scales up bigtime on higher quality
drinks: Water. Some level 80 cooked food
restores both health and mana at 96000 over
30 seconds. Example here.
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Increases the bonus damage from Eclipse

MASTERY

T

by 12%. Increased by 1.5% per point of

he Mastery statistic can be a little

Mastery.

Feral Combat – Bear

confusing to players, because it
does

something

different

for

every class and for each talent tree. The effect
itself is passive and enhances the strengths of

Increases the damage absorbed by your

Savage Defense ability by 32%. Increased by
4% per point of Mastery.

Feral Combat – Cat

a talent tree. Each Mastery bonus starts off
with a flat % increase which is then further

enhanced by Mastery Rating, which you can
find on gear.

Increases damage done by your bleed

abilities by 25.04%. Increased by 3.1% per
point of Mastery.
Restoration

Increases the potency of your healing

Mastery Effects

spells by 10% on targets already affected by
one of your Heal over Time spells. Increased

Death Knight

by 1.25% per point of Mastery.

Blood

Hunter

Each Time you heal yourself via Death
Strike, you gain 50% of the amount healed as
a damage absorption shield.
Increased by 6.25% per point of Mastery.

Mastery.

Increases all Frost damage by 16%

Marksmanship

Increased by 2% per point of Mastery.

You have a 14.4% chance for your ranged

Unholy

Increases damage done by your diseases by
40%. Each point of Mastery increases disease

Druid
Balance

Increases the damage done by your pets by
13.6%. Increased by 1.7% per point of

Frost

damage by an additional 5%

Beast Mastery

attacks to also instantly fire an additional
ranged shot. Increased by 1.8% per point of
Mastery.

Survival
Increases all elemental damage by 8%.

Increased by 1% per point of Mastery.
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Mage

Priest

Arcane

Discipline

Increases all spell damage done by 12%,

Increases the potency of all your damage

based on the amount of mana the Mage has
unspent. Increased by 1.5% per point of

absorption spells by 20%. Increased by 2.5%
per point of Mastery.

Mastery.

Holy

Fire

Your direct healing spells heal for an

Increases damage done by your periodic

fire damage effects by 20%. Increased by
2.5% per point of Mastery.
Frost

Your spells deal 20% increased damage
against Frozen targets. Increased by 2.5% per
point of Mastery.

additional 10% over 6 seconds. Increased by
1.25% per point of Mastery.
Shadow
Increases the damage done by your

Shadow Orbs. Increased by 1.3% per point of
Mastery.

Rogue

Paladin

Assassination

Holy
Your direct healing spells also place an
absorb shield on your target for 10% of the
amount healed. Lasts 8 seconds. Increased by
1.25% per point of Mastery.
Protection

Increases your chance to block melee

attacks by 18%. Increased by 2.25% per point
of Mastery.

Retribution

Your auto attacks have a 8% chance to
grant Hand of Light, causing your next Holy
Power ability to consume no Holy Power and

Increases the damage done by your
poisons by 28%. Increased by 3.5% per point
of Mastery.
Combat
your main hand attacks have a 16%

chance to grant you an extra off hand attack.
Increased by 2% per point of Mastery.
Subtlety

Increases damage done by your finishing
moves and the effectiveness of Slice and Dice
by 16%. Increased by 2% per point of
Mastery.

to cast as if 3 Holy Power were consumed.
Increased by 1% per point of Mastery.

Shaman
Elemental
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Grants

16%

chance

for

Warrior

Elemental

Overload to occur. Elemental Overload
causes a Lightning Bolt, Chain Lightning, or

Arms

Lava Burst spell you cast to trigger a second,

Grants a 16% chance for your melee

similar spell on the same target at no

attacks to instantly trigger an additional

damage and no threat. Increased by 2% per

Increased by 2% per point of Mastery.

additional cost that causes 75% of normal
point of Mastery.

Enhancement

Increases all Fire, Frost and Nature damage
by 20%. Increased by 2.5% per point of
Mastery.

Restoration
Increases the potency of your direct

healing spells by up to 20%, based on the
current health of your target (lower health

melee attack for 100% normal damage.
Fury

Increases the benefit of abilities that cause

of require you to be enrages by 37.6%.
Increased by 4.7% per point of Mastery.
Protection

Increases your chance to block and
critically block by 12%. Increased by 1.5%
per point of Mastery.

Value

targets are healed for more). Increased by
2.5% per point of Mastery.

Because the effect is different for every

Warlock

talent tree, the value of the statistic varies. To

Affliction
Increases all periodic shadow damage you

deal by 13.04%. Increased by 1.63% per
point of Mastery.

find out how good the stat is for you, I'd
recommend reading up on your class forum
of choice.

Demonology

Increases the damage done by your demon
servants

and

damage

you

deal

while

transformed into a demon by 12%. Increased
by 1.5% per point of Mastery.
Destruction

Increases all Fire damage you deal by 10%.
Increased by 1.25% per point of Mastery.
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Hungering Cold – Everything not immune to

INSTANCES

C

frost. This is a Frost talent.

ataclysm has done something
interesting with the dungeons. As

with both previous expansions it

has added a selection of brand new instances,
but there's something else too; Heroic legacy
dungeons. Both Deadmines and Shadowfang

Keep are available as heroic dungeons, with
possibly more to come in the future.

factor in Cataclysm instances, especially
heroics. Unless your tank and/or healer
outgear a zone considerably, you will wipe to
frequently.
dungeons

packs

Considering
required

no

quickly

that

and

Northrend

crowd

control

whatsoever once you had some decent gear,
you can expect to run into some seriously
frustrating dungeon runs where the tank

feels he or she can simply pull large trash
packs and tank the lot of them.

Having classes with Crowd Controlling

abilities in your group is important. Luckily,
several

classes

received

additional

CC

capabilities. Here's what I know about right
now:

•Death

Knight

nature

Hibernate – Beasts and Dragonkin
Cyclone – Everything, short duration.
•Hunter

Freezing Trap – Everything not immune to
frost

Polymorph – Beasts and Humanoids

Crowd Control (or CC) is an important

trash

Entangling Roots – Everything not immune to

•Mage

Crowd Control

uncontrolled

•Druid

Frost Nova – Everything not immune to frost
•Paladin

Turn Evil – Fears an undead or demon
Repentance – Demons, Dragonkin, Giants,
Humanoids and Undead. This is a retribution
talent.

•Priest

AE Fear - All but undead
Mind Control – Humanoids. Unreliable when
you lack hit rating.
Shackle - Undead
•Rogue

Sap – Humanoids, Beasts, Demons and
Dragonkin
•Shaman

Hex – Humanoids and Beasts
Bind Elemental - Elementals
•Warrior

AE Fear – All but undead
•Warlock
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Banish – Elementals and Demons

●

Fear / AE Fear – All but undead

Shock Blast: deals 33-36k Nature
damage to a single target. Three

Seduce – Humanoids

second cast time, can be interrupted.

Enslave Demon – Demons

●

Waterspout: Itsy bitsy spider.. eh..
So, at 60% and 20% of the bosses'

I'm probably forgetting a couple of CC

health, she will summon a globe of

abilities here, but I wanted to cover at least

water around her. This globe will

Besides having classes in your group

spells and ranged attacks ineffective.

the main abilities for each class.

knock nearby players back and makes

which actually have CC abilities, its kind of

She will also summon three mobs at

important to actually assign targets to people

this time, two casters and one melee.

and ensure that no one breaks the CC. Oh
boy, I can see so many unfun heroic PuGs
happening in Cataclysm.

everyone needs to make sure they are not
standing near a spore or geyser.

Throne of the Tides (80-81)

The three adds spawn twice in the fight.

Found in Vashj'ir. Contains four bosses on
two different floors, accessed by elevator.

●

Fungal

Spores:

Throws

First, make sure to interrupt her Shock
Blast. Ranged players need to spread out and

Five-Man Instances

1. Lady Naz'jar

Strategy

Kill the two casters first. The final mob is
melee; it enrages at low health. When the
adds are dead or one minute of 'waterspout
time' is up, the boss will resume attacks as
fungal

normal.

spores at a random target. These

spores deal 10k nature damage every

2. Commander Ulthok

●

three seconds you are near them.
●

Geyser: Summons a geyser under a
random player's feet. Move away
before it erupts after 5 seconds.
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●

Dark Fissure: Frontal AE attack for

●

~60k shadow damage. Spawns a

and causes a knockback to a random

fissure which deals ~10k shadow

target. 3 second cast.

damage per second. The fissure lasts 1

●

minute.
●

Enrage: Increases physical damage

~20k

fire

damage

and

leaving a DoT dealing 2k fire damage
per second for 10 seconds.

Squeeze: Grabs a random player,

Phase 2

dealing 5k shadow damage to them

●

every second for 6 seconds.

Mind Fog: Summons a 10 yard
radius fog. Players inside the fog

cannot attack or cast spells, and will
Strategy

take ~500 shadow damage every 0.5

Dark Fissure is the most dangerous of his

seconds.

abilities. When it is cast (2 second cast time),

●

everyone needs ensure they are at least 7

Unrelenting Agony: Deals ~2000
shadow damage to all players every

yards away from the front of the boss. The

second for 10 seconds.

tank will need to reposition the boss after a

●

Dark Fissure is cast to avoid standing in the

Absorb Magic: All spell damage

taken by the boss causes him to heal

fissure himself but also to prevent players

for triple the amount instead. Lasts 5

who get targeted by Dark Squeeze to land in

seconds.

a fissure. A shadow resist is pretty nice for

●

this fight if you have one available.

Enslave: Mind Controls a player.
Damage dealt to this player is actually
damage dealt to the boss.

3. Erunak Stonebreaker and
Mindbender Ghur'sha

Strategy

Phase 1
●

Magma Splash: Frontal Cone attack
dealing

dealt by 50% for 10 seconds.
●

Lava Bolt Deals ~20k fire damage

Spread out in phase 1. Interrupt the Lava

Earth Shards: Hurls a line of spikes

Bolt whenever possible and stay away from

the location is reached, they will

When the boss reaches 50% health, the

to a random player's location. When

branch out from that spot. Standing
in spikes deals damage.

the front of the boss.

squid gets off of Erunak's face and attacks.
There are two ways to approach this fight.
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1)You can kite the squid around. If he never

When all faceless sappers are dealt with,

reaches anyone, he will not use mind control.

Ozumat will attack and fill the room with

damage that player until 50%

increasing their health and damage output to

him mind control someone. Whenever the

himself down, which is fairly easily done.

2)Let the squid mind control someone and
Both methods work, but I prefer letting

squid can be directly attacked, make damn
sure not to cast spells on him while he has

ink. Neptulon will cast a buff on all players,
impressive heights. Goal is to dps Ozumat

The real fight is phase 1. Killing sappers too
slow will cause you to lose the battle.

Absorb Magic up.

Blackrock Caverns (80-81)

4. Ozumat
I'm afraid I don't have the abilities for this

boss handy, so I'll just skip right to the
strategy section.

Did Blackrock Mountain really need any

more instances in its fiery core? I guess so!

Strategy
The first phase of the fight is initiated by
speaking to Neptulon. Three types of adds
will spawn:

1. Rom'ogg Bonecrusher
Make sure to clear the room of all adds;
Rom'ogg will call nearby adds to assist him.
●

1)Murlocks.

Chains of Woe: This summons all
players to the boss and traps them in,

2)Caster type Faceless Ones, sappers.

you guessed it, Chains of Woe.

3)Big melee type Faceless Ones

●

The murlocks spawns first and should be

shadow damage to all players within

AE'd down. The faceless ones will spawn as

melee range of the boss. 12 second

the phase progresses. The tank should pick
up the big faceless one and keep it busy

cast time, used after Chains of Woe.
●

while the rest of the group kills the caster

Quake: Deals 9k physical damage
over 3 seconds to all players within

type faceless ones as fast as they can. During

this phase, ink spots (!) will spawn on the

The Skullcracker: Deals ~100k

40 yards.
●

ground. Avoid standing in them.

Wounding Strike: Inflicts 125%
weapon damage and leaves a 6

second long 25% healing debuff on
the tank.
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Strategy

●

Quake can be easily healed through, but

Evolved Twilight Zealot: When a
Zealot

Chains of Woe needs some special attention.

reaches

100

stacks

of

knockdown

ability,

an

Evolution, it will become Evolved. It

As mentioned, everyone is pulled to the boss

gains

in 'Chains of Woe' which need to be killed

current health by 60%, a bleed DoT

when this is cast. The group will be encased
before

the

boss

finishes

casting

a

unavoidable ability that reduces your

'The

which stays on target until it is fully

get away from the boss quickly, and that's all

deals 30k damage but can be

Skullcracker'. So; kill the Chains of Woe and

healed and Shadow Strike. The latter

this fight is really about.

2. Corla, Herald of Twilight
●

Aura

of

Acceleration:

Buffs

Twilight Cultists within 50 yards of

Dark Command: Deals 5k shadow

the Twilight Evolution beam being channeled

player and causes them to flee in

beam will cause you to gain stacks of

terror. Lasts 3 seconds.
Death Grip: Pulls a random player
to Corla.
●

Drain Essence: Corla channels a
beam to the three Twilight Zealots,

buffing them. This beam stacks
Evolution on its targets every second.
●

You may want to kill the patrol and the
two groups near Corla to free up some space.

damage every second to a random

●

Strategy

the boss with 50% movement speed
and 20% attack speed.
●

interrupted.

Twilight

Evolution:

Brings

a

player with 100 stacks of Evolution
under control of Corla and gives them

The most important factor in this fight is
towards the cultists. Standing in the path of a
Evolution, but also denies these stacks to the
adds. The trick is to have players stand in the
beams as much as possible without ever
reaching 100 stacks. Any player reaching
100 stacks will be lost to the group, so it is

imperative to avoid it. When an add reaches
100 stacks and attacks, you will need to kill it
if the boss isn't close to death yet. Make sure
to interrupt Shadow Strike from the adds.

+600% health.

3. Karsh Steelbender

●

Cleave: Deals 110% melee damage

to an enemy and up to two additional
targets.
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●

Superheated

Quicksilver

●

Armor: 99% damage reduction.
●

increasing AE fire damage with each
pulse.

Kill all puppies but Runty before engaging

the boss. Killing Runty causes the boss to go
berserk, and that hurts.

Strategy

The charge appears to target the person

Drag the boss to the fire pillar in the

center of the room in order to be able to

damage him. He will deal increasing fire
damage while he is in the pillar, and should
be dragged out after a while to prevent the
damage from getting out of hand. You're
basically moving the boss into the fire pillar
whenever he goes back to taking no damage
and trying to keep the group alive through
the AE damage the rest of time.

standing furthest away, so I'd suggest
standing pretty close to the boss, but
spreading

Deals

Roar.

5. Ascendant Lord Obsidius
Stone Blow: This attack deals 50%
extra melee damage and knocks its
target down.

●

~5500

their movement speed by 50% for 8

fire

seconds.
●

Lasts 12 seconds. This is a dispellable

damage to an enemy and sets it on
damage every 3 seconds. Explodes

Twilight Corruption: Deals 4k
shadow damage every 2 seconds.

Magma Spit: Deals ~4000 fire
fire, causing an additional 4000 fire

Thunderclap: Deals 12k nature

damage to nearby enemies and slows

them back.

when removed.

minimize

breaking ability you have to break Terrifying

damage to nearby enemies, knocking
●

to

get hit by the same Flamebreak. Use any fear

Berserker Charge: Charges at an

Flamebreak:

it

Spread out to avoid having multiple people

enemy, knocking it back and dealing
●

around

only cast when Magma Spit is dispelled.

4. Beauty

~8500 physical damage.

out

explosion damage. I believe Flamebreak is

●

●

Causes nearby

enemies to flee in fear for 4 seconds.

AE fire damage: When Karsh is in
the pillar of flame, he will deal

Terrifying Roar:

magic debuff.
Strategy
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This boss has a bunch of adds initially, but
these are killed off automatically as the fight

1. Corborus

begins.

●

Submerge:

Causes

emerge briefly, causing damage to all

Shadow's of Obsidius. These shadows do not

standing in his way to take damage

take damage and will reduce healing

and

elementals and can be CC'd or kited. They

spawn and attack.

received by players they are close to. They're

be

knocked

back.

While

submerged, crystal spider adds will

can also be tanked for a while, and later be

●

pulled off the tank before he can't receive

Crystal Spikes: I'm not sure what
this ability is actually called, but it

healing anymore.

simply chooses a target and starts

Every so often, the boss will trade places

pelting that target with spikes. They're

with one of his Shadows, resetting aggro.

not terribly damaging and you can

Switching targets quickly when this happens

move away from the affected area to

is vital. Make sure to dispel the Twilight

prevent damage.

Corruption DoT if your group has the ability
to do so.

Strategy
The difficult part to this fight is the
submerging. When it happens, the adds will

The Stonecore (82-84).
Millhouse

to

submerge. The boss will frequently

Two adds will accompany the boss -

Upon

Corborus

entering

the

Manastorm

zone,
–

you'll

the

see

gnome

imprisoned in Arcatraz you may have fond

memories of freeing back in Burning
Crusade.

The Stonecore entrance proved difficult to

find in the Beta -things may be somewhat
more obvious on live, but I'm going to

explain it anyway. The entrance is located in
the large temple in the center of Deepholm,
about halfway up the structure.

start spawning and they will keep on
appearing until the submerge phase is over.

Every time you see dirt clouds near you, run
to a clear area before getting knocked back.

The tank can't be expected to pick up all the
adds, but should at least do his best to pick
up as many adds as possible while avoiding
the emerging boss knockbacks.

After a minute or so, the boss will emerge

again, allowing you to kill off the adds and
proceed damaging the boss.
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2. Slabhide
●

●

Sand Blast: Deals ~25k nature

melee attacks made against Ozruk

caster within 15 yards.

attacked to bleed for 300 damage per

stand in them. They will appear

stacks up to 5 times.

damage to all enemies in front of the
●

while under this effect cause the

Lava Puddles: These hurt when you

second for 3 seconds. This effect

shortly after you see the ground

●

shaking beneath your feet.
●

Elementium Spike Shield: Any

Elementium

Bulwark:

20%

chance to reflect spells for 10

Rock Spikes:: Periodically, Slabhide

seconds.

will lift off. Shadows will appear on

●

land.

●

the ground, and then rock spikes will

Shatter: Deals ~30k damage to all
enemies
Enrage: Increases damage dealt by
50%. I'm not sure when he uses this.

Strategy

Possibly at low health.

Only the tank should be in front of the
boss at all times. Try not to miss Lava Puddle
spawning, you don't want to stand in those.

Strategy
Ozruk is standing at the start of a small

Rock Spikes will fall from the sky after their

tunnel. He knocks the tank back, so you'll

make sure to avoid the shadows when

the tunnel walls. When he casts Ground

shadows have been visible for a few seconds,
Slabhide lifts off. I've heard that the rock
spikes block line of sight, but this may be a
bug.

Slam, run to the other side of the tunnel and
tank him there. Melee also need to be sure to
get away when Ground Slam is cast.

A well geared tank with a good healer can

3.Ozruk

●

want to tank him with your back to one of

Ground Slam: Deals ~85k physical
damage to all enemies within 8 yards
of the boss. 3 second cast time.

afford staying in place when Ground Slam
occurs. Melee should turn off attacks when

Spike Shield is active on Ozruk. Caster's
should be careful not to nuke themselves to
death when Elementium Bulwark is active.
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4. High Priestess Azil
●

The Cultist adds are the most dangerous

Cultist Adds Throughout the fight,

element of the fight, if you ask me. Groups of

non elite cultists which will attack the

They tend to go straight for the healer.

Curse

tank is not a bad idea. Note: Black Holes will

High Priestess Azil summons packs of
group.
●

of

Blood: Increases the

slow Cultists, so positioning yourself behind

Energy Shield: Deals ~15k arcane

The second-most dangerous ability is

damage to all enemies in melee range,
knocking them back. Reduces damage
taken by 75%
●

one is not a bad trick.

Force Grip. This will be used on the tank and
should be interrupted whenever it is cast.

Every so often, Azil will use Energy Shield

Force Grip: Captures the target in a

and fly over to the altar. Seismic Shard will

the air and slamming them into the

avoid the shadowy spots on the ground, for

field of energy, lifting them up into
ground. Target takes ~20k damage.
This spell is channeled and can be
interrupted at any time.
●

Having your healer stand semi-close to the

target's Physical damage taken by
1000 for 15 seconds.
●

them spawn constantly throughout the fight.

Seismic Shard: Throws a rock at a

be used while she's up there. Spread out and
that is where the rocks will land.
Curse of Blood is dangerous only when

lots of cultists are up.

random players location, dealing

The Vortex Pinnacle (82-84)

Summon Gravity Well: Summons

This dungeon is located in Uldum or, to be

~35k damage when it lands.
●

a large black puddle on the ground.

more precise, above Uldum. You can find the

pulled towards the center. The closer

Lost City of the Tol'Vir

People standing inside it will be

to the center you are, the more

entrance in the clouds to the southeast of the

damage you take.
Strategy
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1. Grand Vizier Ertan
●

●

Standing

when the fight begins. These will

movement speed by 30%. Standing

and will occasionally close in to

effect.

attack and casting speed by 75% and

downwind will give you the opposite

envelop the boss.

Lightning Bolt: Deals ~10k nature

Strategy

damage.

This fight is primarily about positioning.

Immobile: The boss refuses to move

Only the tank should be in front of the boss

room.

to position themselves upwind of the boss at

from his position in the center of the

at all times. The rest of the group should try
all times. I've found that the tank can ignore

Strategy
The defining element of this fight is the
tempests; they will deal nature damage to
any player close to them. The fight is
currently tuned such that any AE healer can

the wind itself, whether he has a buff or
debuff is not that important, as long as he
can keep the bosses undivided attention long
enough.

keep a group alive through these tempests
without moving. Heroic mode might be a

3 .Asaad
●

different story, however. Running away from

damage, the 4 targets it jumps to will

do the trick.

take less damage.
●

2. Altairus

Supremacy of the Storm: Deals
crazy

Chilling Breath: Deals ~30k frost
damage in a frontal cone.

Chain Lightning: The initial target
of this spell takes ~27.5k nature

the boss when the tempests close in should

●

Altairus:

upwind of Altairus will increase

appear about 30 yards from the boss

●

of

Summon Tempest: Five tempests
appear in a circle around the boss

●

Wind

damage

to

everyone

standing in a grounding field.
●

not

Unstable Grounding Field: Places

a triangular grounding field on the
ground.
Strategy
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Ranged players should spread out to
prevent the chain lightning from jumping.

Strategy
The tank takes reasonably heavy damage,

When Asaad creates the grounding field,

so make sure to kill the adds as soon as

everyone should stand inside it to avoid

possible. Judging from the wording of the

and spread back out afterwards. Quite a

the boss casting it, run away and you may

being killed by the Supremacy of the Storm
simple fight.

Blitz ability, it can be avoided. When you see
not be hit by it at all. As for ground siege – I

recommend the melee run away from this.
The tank can say in, but should run if you're

Grim Batol (85)

uncertain about the quality of your healer.

Grim Batol is located in the northeastern
corner of the Wetlands.

2. Forgemaster Throngus

1.General Umbriss
●

Adds:

●

Umbriss summons several

Trogg adds at the start of the fight,

area. Don't stand in this.
●

and will summon more every so
often.
●

Bleeding

Wound:

Deals

The weapon of his choice determine

~8k

his strength and which abilities he is
able to use.

seconds, or until healed to 90% of

●

Blitz: Charges an enemy, knocking

●

max health.

~35k

damage

(heroic):

within

20

Mace: Throngus moves slowly but

his mace, dealing 8k physical damage

Deals
yards

be

random target and 'impale' them on

attack speed. Used at 30% health.
Siege

cannot

this phase. Throngus can jump to a

Frenzy: +50% physical damage and
Ground

Throngus

hits very hard. He should be kited in

second cast time.

●

Shield:

damaged from the front.

anyone in the area into the air. 3
●

Pick Weapon: Throngus will use
this ability every 30 seconds or so.

damage every 2 seconds for 10

●

Cave-In: Deals AE damage in an

per second for 5 seconds.
●

around the boss and stuns affected

Swords: Throngus attacks faster.

targets for 4 seconds. 2.5 second cast
time.
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Strategy

●

Devouring Flames (heroic): Fills

Throngus starts out without having chosen a

half the room with fire, dealing 50k

any direct danger. When he casts 'Pick

as the target moves further away

weapon, making the start of the fight lack
Weapon',

the

tank

should

run

damage per second. Damage is lower

out

from the flames.

immediately. If the mace is chosen, the tank
will need to kite the boss around and prevent

Strategy

being hit, because he hits way too hard to

You start off fighting just Drahga. When

heal through. Other players should make

he summons a fire elemental, a fire patch

If he chooses dual blades or the shield, he'll

away from this patch as possible before the

sure not to stand near the tank while he kites.
need to be normally tanked normally. If he
picks a shield and uses it to block all damage

from the front, even the tank can get behind
the boss to damage him.

fire elemental appears. When it does, kill it
asap. When Drahga reaches about 50%

health, he will gain 90% damage reduction
and Valiona will join the fight. When Valiona
reaches low health, she will flee, and leave

3. Drahga Shadowburner

Drahga vulnerable once more.

Phase 1 (Drahga)
●

will first appear. Players should move as far

Burning Shadowbolt: Deals 9k
shadow damage. 1.5 second cast.

●

4. Erudax
●

Summon Fire Elemental: These

every seconds and roots players

will move towards a player of their

within 8 yards of the target. Lasts 6

choice and blow up if they reach him
or her. They should be snared /

seconds.
●

stunned and killed before they reach

●

doubles damage taken for 3 seconds.
●

Twilight Protection: Drahga takes
90% less damage.

●

Enfeebling Shadows: Knocks the

tank back and leaves a debuff which

their target.

Phase 2 (Valiona)

Binding Shadows: Drains 5k life

Valiona's Flame: Deals 25k shadow
damage, knocking the target down.
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Summon Add: Summons an add

●

1. Temple Guardian Anhuur

which will hatch the effs in Erudax's

●

room.

Divine Reckoning: Siphons 15k
health from the target and his allies
within 15 yards after 8 seconds.

Strategy

●

Ranged should spread out. The tank should

Reverberating

Hymn:

minute or so, Anhuur will become

tank the boss roughly in the middle of the

immune

against

increasing damage over time.

room. You'd be inclined to put your back
the

wall

on

account

of

channeling

the

knockback, but this knockback doubles your

●

damage taken. The boss won't hit you while

to

damage

this

Hymn.

and
It

start

deals

Searing Light: Conjures a beam of
light which deals 10k Divine damage

you're flying, so it makes more sense to

to those inside it.

simple accept the knockback and reposition
the boss when needed.
It is important that everyone gets into the

Every

Strategy
Anhuur is located on a platform. Below the

Shadow Gale whenever it spawns, as damage

platform is a pit filled with snakes. Whenever

heavy damage quickly. Lastly, kill the add

Hymn, he will be immune to damage. Two

taken by those not within the Gale will take
asap when it spawns. It will wake lots of
whelps if ignored, although you might be
able to focus purely on the boss if your dps is
high enough.

Anhuur begins channeling Reverberating
players need to jump down into the pit at this
point and hit a switch to disable the bosses'

immunity. The vipers in the pit will attack
these two players. They can be killed by these

players individually or dragged up to the
platform and killed there. The vipers leave a

Halls of Origination (85)
The Halls of Origination are located in the
south Uldum. This dungeon contains seven

bosses, which is an unusually high amount.
In addition, the zone contains very little

stacking poison DoT on players and should
be killed asap.

When the boss can be attacked, be wary of

the Searing Light. Don't stand in it, it hurts.

trash.

2. Earthrager Ptah

Phase 1
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●

Earth

Spike: Deals 15k nature

●

damage in a 3 yard radius and knocks

damage every second for 5 seconds.

players into the air.
●

●

Flame Bolt: Periodically launches

movement speed by 50%

fire damage where they land.
●

Raging Smash: This is a cleave.

Strategy

Adds: At 50% health, Ptah will go

Ranged should spread out (seems to be a

inactive while Dustbone Horrors and

theme, hm?), to prevent Alpha Beams from

Quicksand: Deals 8k damage every

run out of Alpha Beam when it is cast on you.

Scarabs appear.
●

3 seconds and slows movement speed
by 50%. Used only while adds are
active.

hitting more than one player. Make sure to
Omega Stance is used every minute or so and
simply needs to be healed through.

Crumbling Ruin is essentially an enrage
times. As the fight progresses, player health

Strategy:
Fighting just the boss is simple; Spread out

and make sure no one other than the tank
gets in front of him. When the adds spawn,

gets lower and lower. Make sure you're
packing enough dps to kill him before you
health pools drop too much.

AE the scarabs down and then kill the two
Dustbone Horrors. During the add phase, be

4. Isiset
●

mindful of the quicksand patches on the
are down, Ptah himself will awaken and

casting. 3 second cast time.
●

you'll be able to finish him off.
3. Anraphet

Alpha Beams: Deals 1000 damage
every 0.5 seconds to enemies in a
target location. Lasts 3 seconds.
Crumbling Ruin:

health by 8%. Stacks.

Astral

Rain: Deals 5 and 10k

arcane damage to all players
●

●

Supernova: Blinds players who are
facing Isiset when this spell finishes

ground, stay away from them. Once the adds

●

Omega Stance: Deals 5500 damage
every second for 8 seconds. Reduces

flame bolts into the air, dealing ~9k
●

Nemesis Strike: Deals 6k shadow

Decreases max
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●

Celestial

Call:

Summons

1-3

●

Celestial Familiars. These have a 10k

Bloodpetal Blossom: This type of
add causes a 3.2k bleed per second

arcane damage single target nuke.

debuff. Lasts 15 seconds.
●

Strategy

Seedling Pod: These adds provide
life energy to Ammunae.

At 60% health, Isiset will split into Astral

●

Spore: These adds deal 10.5k nature

Rain, Veil of Sky and Celestial Call. These

damage every 1.5 seconds to all

adds will make the boss reappear. It will also

cause plant life to rot.

represent Isiset's abilities. Killing one of these

organic life within 60 yards and

prevent the boss from using the ability you
'killed', but make her other abilities stronger.
Hence the large damage range on her

Strategy
I have little info on this boss. I've killed

abilities listed above.

him once on beta, and it was easy to simply

Isiset splits into the two remaining abilities.

mechanics. Judging from the abilities, you're

At 30% health, this process repeats itself;
Kill one and she will be denied access to it,
whereas her final remaining ability becomes
stronger once more.

Consume Life Energy: Drain Life
and Power, granting Ammunae 10
Life Energy

●

Rampant

Growth:

supposed to limit the amount of life energy
Ammunae receives by killing the Seedling

Pods asap. Spore appear to be a double edges
sword. The ability description make me think

5. Ammunae
●

burn him down while ignoring most

Ammunae

they'll damage everything but the boss,
including other types of adds. Striking a
balance in how many Spores you keep active
might be the key to success in this fight.

releases all life energy, bestowing life
to all nearby Seedling Pods and

●

nearby enemies.

●

dealing 25k nature damage to all
●

Chaos

6. Setesh

Bolt:

Deals

~9k

chaos

damage. Can't be resisted or absorbed.

Wither: Reduces attack, casting and
movement speed by 60%. Lasts 10
seconds.
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●

Void Seeker: These can trap a
player in an anti-magic prison,

6. Rajh

making them immune to all magic,
including

heals.

This

ability

●

is

orb which deals 20k fire damage to

channeled for 30 seconds and can be

nearby enemies and knocks them

interrupted.
●

back. This can be interrupted.

Void Sentinel: These take 75%

●

reduced damage.

single target.
●

The boss himself cannot be tanked, he

●

Three types of adds spawn in this fight.
Sentinels, but also Wyrms.

fire

damage

Blessing of the Sun: Deals 4.5k
damage to players and increases their

and

damage output by 100%
●

The tank should pick up Void Sentinels

Solar Winds: These are whirlwinds,
they deal 8k fire damage and knock

and keep them busy until the fight is over. He

players back in a 15 yard radius.

should also pick up Void Wyrms when
possible and kill them. Alternatively, dps can
kill them, but this reduces damage against

dealing

Rajh's movement speed by 50%.

problems if it hits too many targets.
Seekers

Leap: Rajh leaps to a

around the area of impact. Increases

important here, Seed of Chaos can cause

Void

Inferno

destination,

swaps targets at will. Staying spread out is

aforementioned

Sun Strike: Inflicts 10k fire damage

every 3 seconds for 15 seconds to a

Strategy

The

Summon Sun Orb: Summons an

Strategy
Ranged should spread out (no way, really?

the boss, lengthening the fight.

Yes!) to avoid Inferno Leap hitting multiple

priority. Make sure to interrupt them when

when Rajh casts this spell. Keep an eye on the

For DPS, killing Void Seekers is top

one of them casts Anti Magic Prison. Once
Seekers are down, DPS should be turned
towards the boss until new Seekers spawn.

targets. Make sure to interrupt Sun Orb
whirlwinds roaming the area and avoid
touching one.

Roughly one minute into the fight, Rajh

will cast Blessing of the Sun. This causes

heavy damage to everyone but also doubles
player damage output. When Blessing of the
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Sun is cast, Rajh will move to the center of
the room. Everyone should run up to the boss

2. Lockmaw

to benefit from this buff, use cooldowns and

●

run him into the ground.

Augh: Augh assists Lockmaw. He
frequently whirlwinds. He also casts
Scent of Blood on a random target,

which causes four crocolisks to
appear and attack the target. Lastly,

Lost City of the Tol'vir (85)

he can shoot a paralytic dart which

This dungeon is located in Uldum, on the

causes 11k nature damage plus 4.3k

southeastern edge of the zone.

every 2 seconds for 9 seconds. Also
reduced attack speed by 40%.

1. General Husam

●

●

Traps: General Husam frequently

reaches 30% health, he will deal 25%

places traps on the ground around

increased damage. This effect lasts

him. These traps will activate slowly,
●

Shockwave:

until

Deals 25k physical

Shockwave originates from the boss

Tranquilizing

Strategy
Lockmaw hits pretty hard and Augh is a

away from the cracks to prevent the

major pain in the ass. When Augh uses Scent

Detonate

cause a stacking 1k / 2 seconds damage DoT

damage.
●

cancelled.

shot/poison will remove it.

damage to people caught in it.
and cracks the ground visibly. Move

Venomous Rage: When Lockmaw

Traps

(Heroic):

Detonates all traps instantly.

on anyone they hit. This can get out hand
fast, but AE'ing them down quickly is a good

Strategy

Active traps glow, make sure to not
stumble into those. A good tactic is to drag

the boss away from a trap infested area
whenever possible. Make sure not to move
away from areas where Shockwave is about

to appear, you can tell by the cracks on the
ground.

of Blood, four crocolisks spawn. These adds

way to solve the problem. When Augh
whirlwinds, everyone should do their best to

stay out of his path. If the group has no way
to remove an enrage ability from an enemy,

the tank should keep his survival cooldowns
handy for when Lockmaw drops below 30%
health.
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3. Siamat
●

Once enough servants have died, Siamat will

Adds: Siamat spawns Minions and

lose his protection and cast Wailing Winds.

damaging abilites. Both can and

Minions of Siamat will keep on spawning.

chain lightning spell which increases

instead while making sure you stay spread

Servants.

Servants

have

two

should be interrupted. Minions have a
in power with each jump.
●

Storm

Bolt: Deals ~7.k nature

When finishes, he will attack the tank.
They should not be dps'ed, focus on the boss
out.

damage. This is Siamat's primary
attack.
●

Storm Clouds: These clouds move
around Siamat. Don't get caught in
one – they deal 18k nature damage
and knock you back.

●

Deflecting

Winds:

Reduces

damage taken by Siamat by 90%
●

Wailing Winds: Throws everyone
into the air, dealing 3k damage per
second for 6 seconds.

●

Gathered Storms: Deals 2k nature
damage to everyone every 2 seconds.
This doesn't becomes active until after
Siamat casts 'Gathering Storms'

Strategy

Soon after the start of the fight, Siamat will
activate

Deflecting

Winds

and

spawn

Minions and Servants. Servants should be

killed. Minions can be ignored, they will die
on their own. However, it doesn't hurt to
interrupt their chain lightning. Speaking of

chain lightning, make sure to... spread out.
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sure what your role will be. It tends

RAIDS

I

to make a bad impression when you

ask these questions after the raid

n favor of one large raid with

wipes.

some smaller side-raids, which is

If you're trying to get into a pickup

●

what Northrend launched with,

group, you might have to meet

Cataclysm's first raids are spread a little more

certain requirements such as having a

evenly across two medium and one smaller

certain gearscore or having finished

zone. All Cataclysm raids can be set to 10 or

(part of) the zone before.

25 player mode.

Blackrock Descent

Requirements
The difficulty of the three introductory

This

zone

is

located

in

Blackrock

zones is not set in stone at this point. Gear

Mountain, which makes the mountain a very

raid

one of the three zones Cataclysm shipped

requirements similar to those for any new
are to be expected, however. That

would be: A set of heroic instance quality or
better gear coupled with justice point gear.
Note that epic gear does not drop in heroic
mode instances nor can it be purchased with
justice points. You do not need a full set of
epic gear to be able to raid.

Some tips if you've never raided before:
●
●

You must be level 85
You

must

be

prepared.

busy place when it comes to instances. It is
with, all three of which being introductory
raid zones. The zone contains 7 bosses in
total. Zone progression goes as follows: Kill
Magmaw and Omnitron in The Broken Hall
to obtain access to the Vault of the
Shadowflame. Attached to the vault are three
chambers with Chimaeon, Atramedes and

Bring

consumables and make sure you
know whats expected of you. Even in
a pick up group, people will usually

Maloriak. Once defeated, you can fight

Nefarian and Onyxia. Yes, it does appear that
Onyxia's Lair and Blackwing lair were
merely a setback.

Forming your own group

assume you know what to do. Read

boss strategies in advance and don't
be afraid to speak up if you aren't

The typical group setup for 10 mans did

not change, go with this:
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3 Healers

Secondly,

2 Tanks

establish

clear

loot

rules

beforehand. Will you use master loot or

5 DPS

Need/Greed? Does everyone roll need on BoE

You can take a step back to 2 healers and

6 DPS if your healers and tanks outgear and/
or outskill the content considerably.

items? How are patterns handled? Get that
out of the way, so that its clear to everyone.

When the raid is over, make sure to note

the names of the players you liked best

Not all bosses require two tanks, it helps if

one of your tanks has a decent dps spec and
gear set available.
When looking for DPS classes, try to strike
a balance between ranged and melee, as
some fights are more friendly to one than the

(doesn't have to be purely performance

oriented), so that you can ask them again
next time you do this. Even if the raid itself
was a failure, perhaps the people you did like
would be interested in going again at a later
time.

Bastion Of Twilight

other.
Things of interest
When forming your own group, or adding
a few unknowns into a partial guild group, it
is important to keep a couple of things in
mind. First and foremost, if it turns out that

The biggest of the three raids, Bastion of
Twilight is home to nine bosses. The last of
these bosses, Sinestra, can only be fought on
heroic mode.

Throne Of The Four

you invited someone who is a serious
detriment to the group, it is your job to deal

Winds

with this before it is too late. Too late would

be when people you do want in your raid
start making up excuses and leave.

This is a mini raid, home to a mere two
bosses; Conclave of Wind and Al'akir.
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Baradin Hold
This is the Vault of Archavon of Cataclysm.
Your faction must control Tol Barad in order
to enter this raid. It will start off with a single

boss. If progression is the same as with VoA,
a boss will be added each time a new content
tier is added to the game.

The single boss present in the zone right

now is called Argaloth. He has a similar

ability to Brutallus. The raid needs to split
into two groups on either side of (the front
of) the boss. He also places a painful magical

DoT on several raid members at atime, but it
can be dispelled.

Firelands
This is the first raid to be patched in postlaunch. There isn't too much known about it
yet. It's got fire, lava and the final boss will be
Ragnaros
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PVP

●

Mail

●

uch like with Northrend, you will

Bloodied Scale

8 items

Bloodied Dragonscale

8 items

Elemental and Restoration Shaman.

not be finding (m)any good pvp

●

items while leveling. Starting gear

Hunters and Enhancement Shaman.

can be crafted, however. If you want to get
off to a good start, I recommend you build

Leather

yourself a set of PvP gear first. It doesn't have

●

to be epic or top of the line, but it should be

Bloodied Leather
Rogue and Feral Druid.

good enough to let you hold your own in a

●

battleground.

8 items

Bloodied Wyrmhide
items

8

Balance and Restoration Druid.
The first and easiest step is getting a set of

Cloth

armor:

●

Emberfire or Fireweave 8 items
Mage, Warlock and Priest.

Crafted Gear

The stats on the two types of armor

There is starting gear available for each

are slightly different, although they're

armor type. Most of it can be found in the

mostly similar. The main difference is

AH, but it shouldn't be hard to get it custom

that some Emberfire pieces have spirit

made either, as the recipes are learned from

on them. Mix and match as you like!

a trainer. Note that these are not actual sets;
you will get no set bonus for equipping

Other Slots

multiple items.

Weapon
Plate

●

8 items

Paladin.

Starting Out

M

Ornate Pyrium

Bloodied Pyrium

Warrior and Death Knight.

8 items

This is uncommon quality and very
cheap to make, but not very good.

Weapons with PvP stats from sources other
than PvP itself don't seem to exist. I suggest

using a weapon with some stamina on it,
without sacrificing too many offensive stats.
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Jewelry

Rated Battlegrounds

There aren't any good crafted PvP Amulets

or Rings available. I recommend picking up

Every week, one battleground is chosen.

one with high stamina and using that until

Players can queue up for this rated

you can buy a good one with honor points.

with arena's, players will have a rating which

Trinket

●

Battleground to earn arena points. Just as
determines how many points you gain.

Lifebound Alchemist Stone

With the addition of rated BG's, the highest

380 Stamina, a blue socket, 213 mastery

quality PvP gear is no longer exclusive to

mana potions. Useful for PvP, but only

Rated BG's have their own ranking list, just

and 40% increased effect from healing and
available to Alchemists.

arena's.

like Arena's. The highest ranking players will
be rewarded with awesomeness in the form

Gems and Enchants
As you get your first set of gear together,

of a title (hmph).

Siege Combat

you'll want to get it enchanted and gemmed
up with PvP in mind. Focus on resilience first
and stamina second. Try to get your hit

Siege vehicles are found slightly less in

rating up to 5% as well. Make sure to put a

Cataclysm than they were in Northrend.

have increased run speed from another

but they are found in Tol Barad.

run speed enchant on your boots if you don't
source!

As such, newly introduced siege engines

are only found in Tol Barad right now. These

Upgrades
If you don't plan to head into the arena

right away, your first goal should be to get

yourself the epic honor-only items. You can

get a cloak, bracer, ring, trinket, amulet,
boots and belt with honor alone. These are
high quality items, and some of them may be
an upgrade for you in PvE as well.

They are not part of the new battleground,

siege engines function differently from the
others in that they cannot attack players or
vehicles while they are being driven. They
must be deployed in the vicinity of a tower.
Once deployed, the player will exit the

engine, upon which it will automatically
attack the tower.
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Turrets
Turrets

are

player

●

controlled

gun

the Baradin Hold raid zone.

emplacements. You'll find them atop the
three large buildings in Tol Barad.

Battle For Gilneas City

Tol Barad
Tol Barad is the successor to Lake
Wintergrasp.

Controlling Tol Barad grants access to

This 10v10 battleground was introduced

with Cataclysm. It features no siege combat.

The zone is split into two

halves; a small island to the north, housing

Objectives

daily quests and a larger island to the south
where the battle takes place.

When your faction is in control of the

zone, daily quests with better rewards will be
available to you.
The southern island hold three buildings
in the north, southeast and southwest. The
offensive faction must gain control of all
three buildings in order to win the battle.
Gaining control of a building works
through one of those 'presence' sliders as
seen in Eye of the Storm. Maintain a bigger

presence long enough and your faction will
gain control of the building.

Three towers can be found in the zone.

Similar to Arathi Basin, the objective is to

control resource nodes. The more you
control, the faster the points flow in. There

are only three resource nodes in total, which
I think will lead to more fighting and less
'guarding'.
Both teams start on opposite sides of the
map and will rush in to fight over the nodes.
The reduced number of nodes and the
different

set times.
●

Population imbalances are headed off

make

the

hopefully not overly similar.

Twin Peaks

clock for this battle.
Like Wintergrasp, Tol Barad resets at

should

battleground comparable to the Basin, but

Destroying these will extend the time on the

●

terrain

The second 10v10 battleground to be
introduced with Cataclysm. It also features
no siege combat.

by the queuing system.
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Objectives

Arena matches are battles between two

This one is similar to Warsong Gulch.

arena teams taking place in a small arena
map instance. There are five different arena

Enter the enemy base, grab their flag and

maps; Nagrand, Blade's Edge, Ruins of

The main difference between Warsong

Arena. Rated Arenas are limited to level 85

bring it back to your base three times.

Gulch and Twin Peaks is the terrain. Where
WSG terrain is mostly flat and easily crossed,

Twin Peaks has a narrow bridge serving as a
choke point in the center of the map. The

river below can be crossed, providing an

Lordaeron, Dalaran Sewers and Orgrimmar
players.
Arenas only have one objective; Kill

everyone in the other team.

alternate route. Beyond that, there aren't very

Arena Teams

many differences, unless you want to call two

graveyards per faction a massive change
from WSG.

Participating in rated Arena matches
requires you to be part of an arena team,
although practice matches can be done

Arenas

without

New arena maps are planned for release
after Cataclysm's release.

one.

Arena

teams

are

semi-

permanent groups with their own name.

Forming an arena team is done by buying

With arena rewards being identical to

the appropriate charter from an arena

Battlegrounds, I have to wonder how much

3v3 or 5v5 bracket team. The charters cost

those

obtainable

through

Rated

less popular Arena's will become postlaunch.

Most of the following info might be

superfluous by now, but it still holds true. I

organizer. You can get a charter for a 2v2,

80, 120 and 200 gold respectively. You can
be a member of three teams in total, one for
each bracket.

Arena teams can hold double the total

decided to leave it, primarily because pretty

amount of members their bracket size would

mechanics in Cataclysm.

members of the team are offline, but they can

much

nothing

changed

about

arena

allow. The extras can be used when core
participate and gain points as well.
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Arena Ratings

Arena teams have one team captain,

similar to a guild leader. He or she can invite

The system used to determine your teams

or kick team members, for instance. Teams

rating is based on the ELO system, which is

have their tabards. This flag does not actually

anything to you (sure as hell didn’t mean

can create a custom flag, much like guilds
show up anywhere in-game, you can only
see it in the Player vs Player window.

used in chess rankings. If that doesn’t mean

anything to me), let me explain the basic
idea;

Your teams' arena rating is measured in

Arena Points
Arena points are the currency with which

you can purchase arena rewards, much like

the way the honor points system works. They
can be obtained through Arena matches and
participating in Rated Battlegrounds.

points. Points can be gained or lost by
winning or losing matches. The higher the

rating of the team you fight against, the
more points you will gain on a win and the
fewer you will lose on a loss.
The opposite holds true for fighting a team

The amount of arena points you gain

rated lower than yours. The lower the

(see next sub chapter) and your personal

gain on a win and the more you lose on a lost

depends on both your teams arena rating
contribution within the team. If you don’t
participate in at least 30% of the matches
your team plays, you won’t be getting any
points.
Arena points do not decay, and you can
have a maximum of 4000 points total. The

points are awarded weekly (provided your
team played its 10 matches for the week).

opposing teams rating, the fewer points you
match.
The system is set up in such a way that
playing a large amount of arena matches will
do a team no good.

Your team will need to participate in 10

matches a week to be eligible for any points.

Considering that the average match lasts no
longer than a few minutes, you're looking at
1-2 hours of arena play a week.
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How teams are matched up

●

can use buffs, summon pets and

Arenas are cross-realm, but the rating

conjure items at no mana (or soul

system is handled on a per-server basis.

shard) cost.

Teams are matched up based on two things:
●

●

Abilities

Rating - You will be matched up

cooldowns

of

10

the arena.
●

When you enter the arena, any ability

ratings. Fighting people rated far

with a cooldown of less than 10

rather one sided matches anyway.

able to use it inside.

below or above you would result in

minutes is reset, so that you will be

Availability – If no teams near your

rating are available, you may be

Arena Rewards

teamed up against a higher or lower
rated team.

There are three types of reward for
participating in Arena’s.

Before a fight starts

●

To limit the amount of gold and time spent

When you enter the arena, you are
placed in a small waiting area. All
buffs you had prior to entering the

arena are removed, as well as
and

pets.

Most

both
have

armor

requirement, some do not.
●

items

points,

weapons.

number of special rules:

conjured

Rewards that can be bought with
arena

preparing for a match, Arenas have a

●

with

minutes or longer cannot be used in

against a team near your own teams

●

While in the little prepping area, you

(this

includes summoned food and drink,
which can be annoying)
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Rewards for the five top ranking

teams at the end of an arena season.
In Burning Crusade, the reward was

an Armor plated Netherdrake for

every member of a team. The reward
in Northrend was an Armor Plated
Frostwyrm, the Cataclysm one is not
yet known.
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Honor Point Items
A full set of armor can be purchased with
honor points alone, although PvP weapons
are only available through arena points.

All Honor and Arena Point gear is

available from the PvP vendors in either
Orgrimmar or Stormwind.
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Tabards are available for the following

REPUTATIONS

C

reputations:

ataclysm reputations are similar

Earthen Ring

to those in Northrend in every

●

is nothing that compared to the Frenzyheart

●

Ramkahen

●

Wildhammer Clan

Therazane reputation is very similar to Sons

●

Guardians of Hyjal

●

Therazane

and

●

way, with some exceptions. There

Oracles

reputation

system.

The

of Hodir, although it does have a tabard. This

means you can ignore all of the dailies if you
wish to do so.
Please note: Every reputation has a
rewards section, however, only special items,
enchantments and profession related items
are listed. These are items that will retain
their value throughout the expansion.

Dragonmaw Clan

One small addition is the capital city
tabards. You can buy these are the newly
added City Quartermasters in each of the
capitals.
All tabards are acquired at friendly rep
from the associated quartermaster and will
work in any level 80 or heroic instance,
excluding raids.

Not wearing a tabard will grant you no

Reputation Tabards

reputation gains – there is no equivalent to

All of the Cataclysmic reputations save the

Tol Barad ones have a tabard. This means you

can get exalted with all of them by purely
doing dungeons as soon as you reach
friendly status.

As with Northrend reputations, you will
only gain reputation through a tabard if you

the Horde Expedition or Alliance Vanguard
in Cataclysm.

Emblems For Reputation
Commendation Badges are available for
the Tol Barad reputations only (Baradin's
Wardens and Hellscream's Reach).

are in a max level (85) or a heroic dungeon.
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Alliance Reputations

Horde Reputations

Wildhammer Clan

Hellscream's Reach

This reputation is based in the Twilight

Highlands. It doesn't provide very many

The Horde version of the Tol Barad

reputation.

quests, but does have a couple of dailies
available.

●Quests

How to Raise
●Complete

How to Raise
in Twilight highlands. Regular

quests are available as well as four dailies.

These are done at the Tol Barad Peninsula,
the northernmost of the two islands.
●Buy

Commendations from the Tol Barad

Quartermaster

Click to see all Wildhammer Clan
items on wowhead

Click to see all Hellscream's Reach
items on wowhead

Baradin's Wardens

Dragonmaw Clan

The only Alliance-only reputation added
with Cataclysm. This is the Tol Barad
reputation.
●Complete

How to Raise

Tol Barad daily quests. These are

done at the Tol Barad Peninsula, the
northernmost of the two islands.
●Buy

Tol Barad daily quests.

Commendations from the Tol Barad

Quartermaster

This reputation is based in the Twilight
Highlands. It doesn't provide very many
quests, but does have a couple of dailies
available.

●Quests

How to Raise

in Twilight highlands. Regular

quests are available as well as four dailies.

Click to see all Baradin's Wardens
items on wowhead
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Click to see all Dragonmaw Clan
items on wowhead

There are no dailies for this reputation.

Neutral Reputations

Click to see all Earthen Ring items on
wowhead

Guardians of Hyjal

Therazane

This reputation is only present in Mount
Hyjal. Virtually all Hyjal quests are linked to
this reputation.

How to Raise
●

This reputation is based in Deepholm. A

reasonable selection of quests in the zone is
linked to this reputation.

Lots of quests in Hyjal, butn no dailies

Click to see all Guardians of Hyjal

●Quests

Click to see all Therazane items on

wowhead

The Earthen Ring
You might remember this one. Earthen
Ring NPC's have been present in the game for

quite some time, but the reputation couldn't

Ramkahen
The Uldum based reputation.

be raised in the past. Now it can!
How to Raise

How to Raise
●

Earthen Ring quests can be found in
Vash'ir,

Deepholm

and

in Deepholm. A bunch of dailies are

available as well.

items on wowhead

●

How to Raise

Twilight

Highlands. You can also find a couple
of dungeon quests in The Stonecore
and a single quest in Grim Batol.

- 68 -

Quests are found in Uldum as well as
in the Uldum based dungeons; The
Vortex Pinnacle and Lost City of the
Tol'vir. A

daily quest

is

available as well, a small distance to
the southeast of Ramkahen.
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Click to see all Ramkahen items on

Guardians of Hyjal - Revered

wowhead

60 Strength and 35 mastery rating

Reputation Rewards

Dragonmaw Clan – Revered

Wildhammer Clan – Revered

Below, you will find the special rewards

(Either one, depending on your faction)

that retain their value, probably until the

next expansion. To clarify that further, you

90 Stamina and 35 dodge rating

will not find all items for each reputation,

The Earthen Ring - Revered

recipes and specialty items. The sort of items

60 Agility and 35 haste rating

but only things like head enchants, mounts,
someone would care about when they

Ramkahen - Revered

already have better gear than a given
reputation provides.

Shoulder Slot Enchants
Shoulder enchants in Cataclysm found

Head Slot Enchants
These are used to permanently enchant a

their home in the Therazane reputation.
Greater Inscriptions are not Heirlooms as

head slot item to grant some additional stats.

they ended up being for the Sons of the

a certain standing with a reputation. They

some point in time.

All but the PvP ones are acquired by reaching
are all called 'Arcanum of .....' To make this

Hodir. Perhaps they will become heirlooms at

list easier to read, I've simply listed the stats
and the reputation required to get them.
Heirloom

All head enchants are account-bound,

Lesser Inscriptions require Honored
Greater
Exalted

Inscriptions

require

meaning you can buy them with a character

Lesser Inscription of Charged Lodestone

them to characters on your account that do

Greater Inscription of Charged Lodestone

you have enough reputation with and mail
not. Head enchants providing resistance
were not added in Cataclysm.

30 Intellect and 20 haste rating
50 Intellect and 25 haste rating
Lesser Inscription of Jagged Stone

60 Intellect and 35 crit rating

30 Strength and 20 crit rating
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Greater Inscription of Jagged Stone

Ramkahen - Exalted

50 Strength and 25 crit rating

Pets

Lesser Inscription of Shattered Crystal

30 Agility and 20 mastery rating

Rustberg Gull

50 Agility and 25 mastery rating

Baradin's Wardens - Honored

Greater Inscription of Shattered Crystal

Hellscream's Reach – Honored

Lesser Inscription of Unbreakable Quartz
45 Stamina and 20 dodge rating

Greater Inscription of Unbreakable Quartz
75 Stamina and 25 dodge rating

Special Rewards

Items that don't fall under the other
categories are listed below.
Baradin's Wardens / Hellscream's

Mounts
Several mounts can be acquired through
reputations.

Reach Bandages and Potions
These can only be used in Tol Barad.
Bandages, Healing Potions and Mana Potions
are available at friendly reputation.

Reins of the Spectral Wolf
Hellscream's Reach – Exalted

Baradin's Wardens / Hellscream's

Reins of the Drake of the West
Wind

Hellscream's Reach – Exalted

Reach Tabard
Teleports the caster to Baradin Base Camp
on Tol Barad. 4 hour cooldown.
Requires Honored.

Baradin's Wardens Reach – Exalted

Tol Barad Searchlight

Reins of the Spectral Steed

Novelty item. Requires Honored with

Baradin's Wardens – Exalted

Baradin's Wardens or Hellscream Reach

Reins of the Brown Riding Camel
Ramkahen – Exalted

Baradin's Wardens / Hellscream's

Reach Battle Standard

Reins of the Tan Riding Camel
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Can be placed upon the ground to improve
the damage of friendly players within 45
yards by 10%. 15 minute cooldown.
Requires Revered.
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DAILIES

C

●

Profession Dailies: These dailies
have been updated for Cataclysm.

ataclysm dailies are less prevalent

at lower levels. Where WotLK
dailies started showing up at level

68, almost all dailies in Cataclysm are

They're

plans/patterns/recipes/etc.

selection of level 81 dailies available, and
profession dailies, which you may start doing
at level 1-10

Types
types

expanded upon in WotLK:
●

Reputation

of

Dailies:

dailies

were

These are

meant to raise your standing with a
specific reputation, but are useful as
a source of gold too. The only
reputation dailies that you actually
'have' to do are the Tol Barad ones.

Other reputations can be increased by
combining tabards with dungeon
runs instead.
●

Random Dungeon Dailies: These
stayed the same in Cataclysm.

●

PvP Dailies: These are remarkably
absent from Cataclysm.
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80 to 85 invalidates all of the 1-80

MAKING GOLD IN

heirlooms and requires completing lots 'n lots

NORTHREND

than the quests preceding them. At 85, a

D

aily

quests

moneymaker
Where

the

remain
in

amount

a

good

Cataclysm.
of

of quests, each of which worth more gold

typical high level quest will provide you with
around 16 gold.

gold

rewarded for a typcail daily only increased

by a mere 3 gold and some change between
Outland and Northrend, Cataclysm's level 85
Tol Barad Peninsula dailies provide no less

Note: To see how much gold you've
collected from questing in-game, open up
the achievement window, flip to the statistics
tab, and then go to Character > Wealth.

than 24 gold each.

After reaching 85, you will probably have
a bunch of quests left to do, and those tend to

Regular Quests
Leveling from 60 to 70 in Outland used to

be more enjoyable than doing dailies alone.

be worth over 1000 gold from quest

Daily Quests

rewards. However, the reduced experience
required to level from 60 to 70 coupled with
the heirlooms has had its effect on that.
Similarly, where leveling from 70 to 80 in
Northrend solely by questing was worth
about 3000 gold, it is now a fair amount less.
I'd expect to make about half that nowadays.

You can safely cut both the above Outland

and Northrend gold estimates in half if you're
using a full set of heirlooms.

You can do 25 dailies a day, which is more
than most people will have the time and/or
desire to do. Nearly all Cataclysm dailies are
found in the following zones:
●Tol

Barad Peninsula and Tol Barad

●Twilight

Highlands

●Deepholm

There are two more dailies found in

Uldum. I can't say that either is really worth
traveling to Uldum for.
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Random Dungeon

●

In addition to regular dailies, many people

Potion of Treasure Finding may be

simply log in once a day to do the regular

fairly

and/or daily random heroic. These provide
●

●

Obsidian

Enchanting: Enchantments and the
pets.

craftables.

●

Engineering:

Guns, Scopes, the

Personal World Destroyer and DeWhen it comes to judging how good a

Weaponized Mechanical Companion

profession is for moneymaking, it comes

pets.

down to supply and demand. Crafted gear,

●

for instance, is in high demand while the

Inscription: Relics, Offhand items,
Glyphs, Vellum, Scrolls and Origami

majority of players are still leveling up (a few

Beetles, Rocks and Slimes.

months after the expansion's release). Once

●

people start getting items that are better than

Jewelcrafting: Gems, rare rings and
amulets, a rare head item with

you can craft, the demand on crafted gear

random stats and a fist weapon.

declines considerably.

●

However, this applies much less to

Leatherworking: Leg Armor, Epic
chest armor and belts, rare armor,

enhancements like gems and enchantments.

Armor Kits.
●

New content patches make demand (and

Tailoring: Epic chest armor, belts
and pants. Rare armor, Bags and

as such your potential profits) increase

Spellthreads.

considerably.
have

weapons.

Enchanted Lantern / Magic Lamp

can often make good money by selling

professions

and

Skeleton keys may also sell well.

to get a profession to a high skill level, you

enhancements to sell:

will

Blacksmithing: Belt Buckles, epic
armor

After spending a lot of time and/or money

all

Cauldrons

shields, chest armor and belts. Rare

Crafting

WotLK,

popular.

probably be in demand as well.

gold and justice points.

Since

Alchemy: Potions, Elixirs and Flasks.

Aside

from

the

primary professions,

cooking and fishing are decent too, providing
a good source of sell-able stat food.
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If you like auctioneering and plan to do
lots of it, you may want to install an addon

Gathering

like Auctioneer, which offers many advanced
options the default UI does not.

Herbalism

Farming

This has always been a good moneymaker
before, and with Inscription requiring herbs
too, it didn't get any less profitable.
Mining

With three different professions requiring
ore, Mining remains profitable.
Skinning

Leatherworking is the only profession that
makes heavy use of Borean Leather. Skinning
isn't a great moneymaker in Northrend.
Gatherer is an excellent addon for finding

hot spots when you're collecting herbs or
mining.

if you're after a specific item that fetches a

good price in the Auction House. And even
then, it really depends on whether its worth
your time in the first place. Doing dailies is
often more profitable.

If you are going to farm, make sure there
isn't a daily you could do whilst farming
what you need.
The main thing people are likely to want to
farm (or not want to farm, but instead pay a

Auctioneering

good sum of gold for) is, just as it's always

As has always been the case, buying low
and selling high can make you good money.

Doing this well takes some practice, so I

advise you pick one item and monitor its
prices for a week or so, and then decide at
what price to buy and resell.

Farming for gold is only really a good idea

been, elementals. The Cataclysm incarnation
of these crafting ingredients have the
'Volatile' prefix.
Most Volatiles are used for a couple of epic
crafting recipes, a bunch of rare ones and a
transmutation recipe or two. Volatile Life is
an exception; It is used for all flasks, some

potions and a transmute which creates
volatiles of other types.
Volatile Life
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This can be gathered through herbalism. It
can also be looted from Wailing Weed, found

in Mount Hyjal at 22, 43. You can only see
Wailing Weed if you have not yet turned in
the quest 'Seeds of Their Demise'.

Blazebound Elementals in Mount Hyjal
Stonecore

Tormentors in The Stonecore

Volatile Water

Mined from Elementium Veins
Can be fished up in Uldum, Deepholm and

Dropped by:

Enslaved Tempest and Storm Vortex in
Twilight highlands

Twilight Highlands
Dropped by

Enslaved Waterspout and Muddied Water

Scion of Al'Akir in Uldum

Elemental in Twilight Highlands

Various mobs in The Vortex Pinnacle

Throne of the Tides

Howling Riftdweller in Mount Hyjal

Tainted Sentry and Faceless Watcher in

Flux Animators in Halls of Originiation
Volatile Air, Earth, Fire and Water can also

Volatile Earth
Mined from Obsidium Deposits and
Elementium Veins.
Obsidian

Stoneslaves

Highlands and The Stonecore.

in

from

Elementium Veins.

an item sometimes found through skinning.

Selling Points
While points can't directly be sold, you can
buy valuable trade-able items with them,

Scalding Rock Elementals in Mount Hyjal

Mined

be found inside a Strange Bloated Stomach,

Twilight

Molten Tormentors in The Stonecore

Volatile Fire

Fiery

Halls of Originiation.

Mined from Pyrite and Obsidian Deposits,

Dropped by:

and

Sun-Touched Speakers and Spritelings in

Volatile Air

and Elementium Veins.

Magmalords

which can in turn be sold.
Justice Points

You can't buy very many items with these.

Pyrite

Deposits

Dropped by

Various mobs in Twilight Highlands.

and

A couple of rare armor pieces are BoE, so you
can buy those and sell them.
Valor Points

All epic boots bought with these points can
be sold.
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Lets you jump forward, covering a

WORGEN AND

distance of 25 yards. This ability lets you

GOBLINS

landing. It shares a 2 minute cooldown with

B

prevent fall damage if used just before

oth of the new races have their
own

starting

area

Rocket Barrage.

Pack Hobgoblin

which,

according to Blizzard, is even

cooler than the Death Knight starting zone.
As an avid Death Knight player, I don't

Calls in your friend, Gobber, allowing you

bank access for 1 minute. 30 minute
cooldown.

Passive

believe that for a second, but I bet the zones
offer some enjoyable questing.

Best Deals Anywhere

You always receive the best possible gold

Goblin Zones
Kezan will take freshly made gobling from

discount, regardless of faction
Better Living Through Chemistry

level one to five. Kezan is no longer
accessible when you've finished questing
there. For level 5-12 you will continue on

questing on the larger island, which is called
The Lost Isles.

+15 Alchemy Skill
As with other profession boosts, this simply

lets you make recipes sooner – it provides no
benefit once you're capped.
Time is Money
1% increased attack and casting speed

Goblin Racials

Goblin Classes

Active

Goblins can play the following classes:

Rocket Barrage
Launches your belt rockets at an enemy.

•Death

and a number of stats. It deals around 5500

•Mage

This ability deals damage based on your level
damage at level 85
Rocket Jump

Knight

•Hunter
•Priest

•Rogue
•Shaman
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•Warlock

Increases your resistance to harmful

•Warrior

nature and shadow effects by 64
Flayer

Worgen Zones

Skinning increased by 15 and reduces

Gilneas City takes you from level one to

skinning time by 0.5 seconds.
Visciousness

five, Gilneas itself is good for level five

Increases critical strike chance by 1%

through twelve. Unlike Goblins, both the

level 1-5 and 5-12 areas remain accessible.

Worgen Classes

No zone-consuming volcanoes for worgen.

Worgen can play the following classes:

Worgen Racials

•Death

Active

•Druid

Knight

•Hunter

Two Forms

Worgen have both a human and a worgen
model and can switch between the two at
will by using this ability.

•Mage
•Priest

•Rogue

Running Wild
This is essentially a mount ability. You cast

it (1.5 second cast time) to switch to mount

mode. You will then run at mounted speed.

This racial does not become active until level
20.

Darkflight

Increases movement speed by 40% for 10
seconds. 3 minute cooldown.

Passive
Aberration
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PROFESSIONS

Multiple Skillups
Recipes requiring lots of reagents provide

Changes To All

multiple skillups.

Daily profession quests

Gathering Profession Buffs

In WotLK, many of the harder to obtain
new profession recipes can be obtained
through profession specific dailies. These
dailies award you with tokens, which can be
used to purchase a recipe of choice.

Each gathering profession received a self-

only buff in WotLK. They scale up with
levels, see below for the level 85 boosts:
●

for 20 seconds and instantly heals for
720 to 2160

Specializations Begone
Engineering,

●

Blacksmithing

and

●

Leathworking no longer have specializations.
All

plans

which

used

to

Herbalism: Grants 480 haste rating

require

specialization to create or use no longer do.

a

Mining: Stamina is increased by 120
Skinning: Critical Strike chance is
increased by 80

All of these buffs have several ranks, and
they are automatically gained as you increase
the related gathering skill. The values shown
above are for gathering skills of 525.

More recipe upgrades
Every new tier of content added to the
game will also add new PvP recipes. These

items will remain low quality PvP gear, but
they will provide a reasonable option to get
started with PvPing faster in later tiers.
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One Vial to Rule them All

Profession Specific

All elixirs, potions and flasks now use the

Changes

same vial type, the Crystal Vial. They're sold
for 20 copper per 5, before reputation

Alchemy

discounts. Pretty cheap.

Cauldrons

Sand Dragon

Cauldrons are used for raids, they can be

Alchemists can craft the Vial of the Sands,

placed down like a feast and provide a flask

which allows them to turn into a dragon.

to raiders that click on them. The type of
flask provided is determined by the players

This dragon form has room for a passenger.
It is expensive and not trade-able.

class and talent spec.

Regular Cauldrons have 7 charges, Big

Blacksmithing

Cauldrons have 17 charges. The Happy Hour
Guild Perk increases Cauldron charges

Epic quality BoE items

100%.

As with WotLK, several epic items can be

Better Elixirs

crafted in addition to a wide selection of rare

flasks in terms of stats. As an example, Flask

not found in heroics at all and cannot be

In Cataclysm, elixirs are fairly close to
of Flowing Water provides 300 spirit, Ghost
Elixir provides 225 spirit. Using a Guardian

plus Battle Elixir may be a viable option for
some occasions now. However, they won't be

quality gear. Considering that epic items are
purchased with Justice Points, these items
will probably be in fairly high demand in
Cataclysm's early days.

a good alternative for raids, seeing that guild
perks increase the duration of cauldron
flasks by 100%.

Obsidium Skeleton Key

These keys allow anyone to open locks
which require up to 525 lockpicking skill.

They are fairly expensive to make, 5
Obsidium Bars a piece. I'm not sure whether
these will see much use at all.
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Enchanting

Spinal Healing Injector - Gloves
Z50 Mana Gulper - Gloves

Mini Pets

Increases the effect of healing / mana

Enchanters can craft a novelty pet;

potions.

Enchanted Lantern (Horde only)

Synapse Springs – Gloves

Magic Lamp. (Alliance only)

Increases intellect by 480 for 12 seconds.

These pets can be traded and sold. I hope

enchanters will enjoy that very much,
because besides new enchants, they didn't
get anything else this expansion.

One minute cooldown.

Tazik Shocker – Gloves
Deal 4320 to 5280 nature damage to an

enemy at long range. 2 minute cooldown.

Engineering

Other Stuff

Electrostatic Condensator
This is a neat little item which gives you a
chance to receive Volatile Air while mining,
skinning

or

collecting

engineering to use.

herbs.

Requires

Elementium Dragonling
Ah, the dragonling has been missed. This
trinket will be okay until you get your hands
on an epic one.
Loot-A-Rang

This almost deserves its own subchapter.

New Self-only Enchants

The Loot-A-Rang can be used to retreive loot

Cardboard Assassin - Belt
Summons a target dummy for 15 seconds.
5 minute cooldown.

Grounded Plasma Shield – Belt

from a corpse within 30 yards. It has a 10
second cooldown and it is awesome.
Mini Pets
The

De-Weaponized

Mechanical

Absorbs 16200 – 19800 damage when

Companion and Personal World Destroyer

Invisibility Field – Belt

engineers and are trade-able.

used.

Allows you to turn invisible while out of

combat. 5 minute cooldown.
Quickflip

This item deals 6800 to 10500 damage to
a target within 30 yards. It briefly interrupt

Increases armor by 15k for 12 seconds.

Handful of Obsidium Bolts. 2 minute

One minute cooldown.

Plates

High-Powered Bolt Gun

–

Gloves

Deflection

are both awesome, can be crafted by

casting. Using this item consumes one
cooldown.
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Volatile Seaforium Blastpack

Mysterious Fortune Card

Opens locked doors and chests that

require lockpicking of a skill of 525 or less.

Can be used to create a vendor item. The

value of the item lies between 10 silver and

5000 gold. Needless to say, getting a 5k gold

Inscription

card is extremely rare. Gambling inclined

players may be quite interested in these

Glyphs
As you're probably aware by now, glyphs

cards.

are no longer consumed upon use, but

instead learned as if they were spells. This
impacts
considerably.

Inscribers

moneymaking

Origami Beetle, Rock and Slime

These are used to play Rock, Slime, Beetle.
Eh.. that's not true, I don't actually think that
these items have a purpose. They are used to

produce a neat little graphical effect, nothing

Adventurer's Journal
This book can be used to gain a nice buff

more.

as long as you're between level 75 and 84.
The buff received is random and the

Inscriptions
Inscribers can choose a self-only shoulder

journal has a 4 hour cooldown.

enchant from the following:

•15%

extra damage to beasts

130 int and 25 haste rating

•15%

extra damage to dragonkin

Here's what you can get:
•15%
•15%
•10%

•Felfire

extra damage to humanoids

•Earth

195 stam and 25 dodge rating

extra movement speed

•Lionsmane

extra experience gained from quests

•Chance

enemy

Prince

to heal yourself when damaging an

Anyone can use the journals, they will

130 strength and 25 crit rating
•Swiftsteel

130 agility and 25 mastery rating

Jewelcrafting

probably sell pretty well.

Jeweler's Monocles
There are three type of rare quality

monocles. They are fairly expensive to craft
and presumably have random stats.
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Jewelcrafting Tokens

Tailoring

Jewelcrafters still obtain their designs
through dailies.

Tailoring

seems

to

be

one

of

the

professions getting the short end of the stick

No Trinkets

this expansion.

What, no trinkets?! At least Northrend had

some rare quality JC-only trinkets, but you

No Successor to Cloth Scavenging

will not find them in Cata. Boo.

Sadly, Cloth Scavenging does not appear to

be making a return in Cataclysm. You'll find

Self-only gems
As expected, there are new self-only gems

just as much Embersilk as anyone else.

available. These provide a 67.5% bigger stat
increase than their rare counterparts.
Example: where a Fractured Amberjewel
provides 40 mastery rating, the Fractured
Chimera's Eye grants 67 mastery rating.

Self-only Enchants
Several self-only enchants are available
for

Tailors.
●

●

casting a spell.

quite well when Cataclysm is still fairly new.

●

Swordguard

Embroidery: Your

have a chance to increase your attack

The following self-only bracer enchants

power by 1000 for 15 seconds.

are available to Leatherworkers.

●

Gives

damaging melee and ranged attacks

Dragonbone Embossments

Strength: +130 Strength

Embroidery:

power by 280 for 15 seconds when

armor for various slots. These should sell

●

Lightweave

you a chance to increase your spell

chest armor as well as a wide range of Rare

Intellect: +130 intellect

Darkglow Embroidery: Gives you
you cast a spell.

Leatherworkers can craft Epic belts and

●

Cloak

a chance to restore 800 mana when

BoE epics

Agility: +130 agility

following

Embroideries are available:

Leatherworking

●

The

The embroideries provide a statistical

benefit when compared to regular enchants.

Stamina: +195 Stamina
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BoE Epics
Several high quality tailored items are bind

on equip, and should be good moneymakers
on the AH.
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Fast is close, slow is far. A slowly blinking red

ARCHEOLOGY

T

light is about as far away as you can get

his secondary profession allows

you to find mostly novelty items
while traveling the world and

digging up artifacts.

while a fast blinking green one means you're
really, really close.

Lastly, the direction to move in is shown by

the way the telescope is facing.

Once you're in the correct location, an

artifact will appear. Loot it and survey again.

How It Works
Anyone can learn Archeology. Being a
secondary profession, it functions similarly to
first aid and cooking. You won't have to drop
a profession to learn it. You can find a trainer

You can find 3-4 artifacts per location and
will be notified when you can find no more
artifacts.
In short:

in all major cities. Ask a guard to locate the

•Find

a zone with one or ideally multiple

archeology. Once you do learn it, you will

•Enter

the zone and go to the highlighted

trainer. You need to be level 20 to learn
gain two things:
•Shovel

icons on the world map. These point

to ruins of interest.
•A

survey ability

shovels on the world map.
area.

•Survey

and collect artifacts until you no

longer can. Travel to the next shovel.
Lastly, you will gain experience when you

If you enter a zone with a shovel icon, you

find an item.

can open the map to see where exactly to go,

Getting Items

the area is highlighted. Once arrived, you
can use the survey ability. This plants down a

Looting artifacts causes you to progress

tripod with a little glowing light and a

towards an item, kind of like you're piecing it

are from the artifact. Red = far. Yellow =

being worked on, but you can't select which

telescope. The light depicts how far away you
medium. Green = close. Lastly, the frequency
at which it blinks further specifies the range.

together. You can see which item is currently
item you'd like next.
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You can work on multiple items at the

Nerubian Obelisk

same time, one for each race. You start off

Vrykul rune Stick

with the basic races available; Dwarf, Fossil,

Tol'vir Hieroglyphic

Night Elf and Troll.

Others unlock at higher Archeology skills

You can find these through surveying.

They are used by clicking the special

Skill 300

button in the lower left of the item you're

Skill 375

of fragments needed to complete the item.

Draenei and Orc

working on solving. They reduce the amount

Vrykul and Nerubian

Rewards

Skill 450
Tol'vir
You can find all types of artifact fragments
no matter your Archeology skill.

Most items you can obtain are statless
novelty items, but there are some exceptions.

Stat Gear

Skilling Up
You will skill up simply from finding
fragments up to 100 skill. Beyond that, you
will only gain skill by completing (Solving)
items. Because of that, it is a good plan to not
solve any items until you reach 100 skill.

All items with stats found through

Archeology are account-bound, just like

Heirlooms. You can mail them to any of your
alts.
Queen
(Night Elf)

+41 Intellect

items:

Dwarf Rune Stone

Gown

+27 Stamina

item can be done through using special

Highborne Scroll

Dressing

Requires level 60

Gaining extra progress towards solving an

Troll Tablet

Azshara's

+23 Haste rating
Headdress
(Orc)

of

Requires level 70

Orc Blood Text

+39 Agility

Draenei Tome

+21 Stamina
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+22 Hit Rating

Equip: Recaptures 20% of all mana you

+22 Crit Rating

spend on spells and stores it within the doll

Use: Allows you to see far into the distance.

of 4200 mana can be stored.

Three sockets: red, blue and yellow.

to be used at a later time. Up to a maximum

1 minute cooldown.

Use: Releases all mana stored within the

doll, causing you to gain that much mana. All

Nifflevar Bearded Axe (Vrykul)

enemies within 15 yards take 1 point of

One-Handed axe

released. 1 minute cooldown.

Requires level 80

Arcane damage per each point of mana

171.5 DPS

+36 Agility

Staff of Sorceror-Thane Thaurissan

+87 Stamina

(Dwarf)

+24 Hit Rating

Requires level 85

+37 Crit Rating
Zin'rokh,
(Troll)

Destroyer

Two handed staff
of

Worlds

Requires level 85

+512 Stamina
+341 Intellect
+228 Crit Rating

+228 Haste Rating

Two handed sword

+1955 Spell Power

623.3 DPS
+341 Strength

Staff of Ammunae (Tol''vir)

+216 Hit Rating

Two handed staff

+512 Stamina

Requires level 85

+238 Crit Rating

+512 Stamina
+341 Intellect

Tyrande's Favorite Doll (Night Elf)

+247 Spirit

Requires level 85

+194 Crit Rating

Trinket

+1955 Spell Power

+321 Intellect

Scimitar of the Sirocco (Tol''vir)
Requires level 85

One handed sword
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Mounts

462.3 DPS
+146 Strength
+219 Stamina

Scepter of Azj'Aqir (Tol''vir)

+111 Crit Rating

A blue mount with a model identical to the

+74 Haste Rating

Blue Qiraji Battle Tank.

Ring of the Boy Emperor (Tol''vir)

Fossilized Raptor (Fossil)

Requires level 85

An undead raptor

+286 Stamina

Pets

+190 Intellect
+127 Haste Rating

Fossilized Hatchling (Fossil)

+127 Mastery Rating

An undead raptor
Crawling Claw (Tol''vir)

Useful Items

An undead hand

The Innkeeper's Daughter (Dwarf)
Functions the same as a hearthstone.

Clockwork Gnome (Dwarf)

This item does not appear to share a

A.. clockwork gnome!

cooldown with your normal hearthstone,
although you cannot set the two to a
different
regardless.

location

each.

Pretty

Pendant

(Tol''vir)

The Last Relic of Argus (Draenei)

Use: Teleports you exactly where you want

to go... if you aren't too picky. 12 Hour
Cooldown.

Not really useful, but it's not entirely

useless. I could probably come up with a
situation where it might be handy to teleport
to a random location. Probably.

Novelty

nifty
of

the

Scarab

Storm

Use: Summons a storm of peaceful scarabs.

1 hour 40 minute cooldown
Puzzle

(Nerubian)

Box

of

Yogg-Saron

Use: Make a vain attempt to open the

puzzle box. 1 minute cooldown.

The result is a random creepy whisper

from Yogg Saron himself.
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Use: Take on wisp form for 20 seconds. 10
Arrival of the Naaru (Draenei)

Use: Witness a recording of the arrival of
the Naaru. 3 minute cooldown.

This shows a Naaru. Several Draenei run

up and kneel by it. The end.
Chalice

of

the

Mountain

Kings

(Dwarf)

Use: Witness a historic sword dance. 10

minute cooldown.
Druid and Priest Statue Set (Night

Elf)

Use: Summons a Fountain of Knowledge.

15 minute cooldown.

This summons a little statue with a green

light shining upon it.

minute cooldown.
This shows a couple of dwarven females

dancing around a bit. I mean really, who
wants to see that?

Kaldorei Wind Chimes (Night Elf)
Use: Hold the chimes up to the wind and

check the weather. 1 minute cooldown.

Plays a wind chime sound when used.

Highborne Soul Mirror (Night Elf)
Use: Look into the mirror... 10 minute

cooldown.

This spawns a ghost replica of yourself.
Blessing of the Old God (Nerubian)
Use: Receive the blessing of the old god for

20 seconds. 10 minute cooldown.

Transforms you into a Green Qiraji Battle

Tank for 20 seconds.

Bones of Transformation (Night Elf)

Use: Endure the transformation for 20
seconds. 10 minute cooldown.

Turns you into a Naga for 20 seconds.
Wisp Amulet (Night Elf)
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Earn a Battleground rating of 1400

ACHIEVEMENTS

M

any, many achievements were
added in Cataclysm. Very few old

ones were removed, which means

you have a lot of them to do.

First Sergeant
Earn a Battleground rating of 1500
Stone Guard
Earn a Battleground rating of 1600
Blood Guard

Regular Cataclysm

Earn a Battleground rating of 1700

Rewards
Now then, what do we really care about?
Mounts! Titles! Pets! Good, cause that's the
kind of stuff you'll get through achievements.
Find all rewards in this chapter, or scroll
down to find the Rewards added prior to
Cataclysm.

Legionnaire

Earn a Battleground rating of 1800
Centurion
Earn a Battleground rating of 1900
Champion
Earn a Battleground rating of 2000

PVP Titles

Lieutenant-General

Horde only

Earn a Battleground rating of 2100

Scout
Earn a Battleground rating of 1100

General

Earn a Battleground rating of 2200

Grunt
Earn a Battleground rating of 1200

Warlord

Earn a Battleground rating of 2300

Sergeant

Earn a Battleground rating of 1300

High Warlord

Earn a Battleground rating of 2400

Senior Sergeant
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Hero of the Horde

Knight-Champion

End PvP Season 9 in the top .5% of the

Earn a Battleground rating of 1900

rated battleground ladder

Lieutenant-Commander

Veteran of the Horde

Earn a Battleground rating of 2000

Win 500 rated battlegroundss

Commander

Alliance only

Earn a Battleground rating of 2100

Private

Earn a Battleground rating of 1100

Marshal
Earn a Battleground rating of 2200

Corporal

Earn a Battleground rating of 1200

Field Marshal
Earn a Battleground rating of 2300

Sergeant
Earn a Battleground rating of 1300

Grand Marshal
Earn a Battleground rating of 2400

Master Sergeant
Earn a Battleground rating of 1400
Sergeant Major
Earn a Battleground rating of 1500

Hero of the Alliance
End PvP Season 9 in the top .5% of the
rated battleground ladder
Veteran of the Alliance

Knight

Win 500 rated battlegrounds

Earn a Battleground rating of 1600

Both Factions

Knight-Lieutenant

The Bloodthirsty

Earn a Battleground rating of 1700

Get 250000 honorable kills

Knight-Captain

Titles

Earn a Battleground rating of 1800

Assistant Professor
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Find a rare artifact

Of the Four Winds
Defeat Al'Akir in the Throne of the Four

Associate Professor

Winds on heroic difficulty

Find 10 rare artifacts

Cataclysm Guild Rewards

Professor
Find 20 rare artifacts

Guild achievement rewards unlock on the

guild vendor. You will need to buy these

Blackwing's Bane

Defeat Nefarian in Blackwind Descent on
heroic difficulty

the

following

dungeons on heroic mode
•Heroic

Blackrock Caverns

•Heroic

Grim Batol

•Heroic
•Heroic
•Heroic
•Heroic
•Heroic
•Heroic
•Heroic

freebies. Once the guild has completed the
required achievements, any guild member
may purchase these items as long as the

Defender of the Shattered World
Complete

items once they're unlocked, they're not

Cataclysm

required guild reputation is reached.

This means that the requirement to loot
100,000 gold, for example, will be met when
all guild members combined have looted that

The Stonecore

amount. All of these achievements are team
efforts.

Lost City of the Tol'vir
Shadowfang Keep

Mounts

Throne of the Tides
The Vortex Pinnacle

Reins of the Dark Phoenix – 3000

Halls of Origination

gold

Deadmines

You must also defeat the bosses in Throne

of the Four Winds, Blackwing Descent and
The Bastion of Twilight.
Dragonslayer

the

following

while in a guild group:
•Blackwing
•The

achievements

Descent Guild run

Bastion of Twilight Guild Run

•Throne

Defeat Sinestra in the Bastion of Twilight

on heroic difficulty

Complete

of the Four Winds Guild Run

These guild runs require you to kill all

normal mode bosses in the three raid zones.
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Pets

The Guild Page allows you access to the
guild vendor for 5 minutes, just like the Guld

Armadillo Pup

Herald. You can also sell items to him. 8

Kill 50,000 critters

hour cooldown

Dark Phoenix Hatchling

Pebble

Raise 55 reputations to exalted.

Complete the 'Lost in the Deeps' daily quest

in Deepholm 10 times.

Guild Herald

Loot 100,000 gold from creatures

Mounts

The Guild Herald provides access to the
guild vendor for 5 minutes. You can sell

items through the Herald as well. 4 hour
cooldown.

Reins of the Volcanic Stone Drake
Complete

Achievement.

Guild Page
Complete the slayer achievements listed

below:

Horde
•Human

Slayer

•Gnome

slayer

•Draenei
•Dwarf
•Night

Slayer

Slayer

Elf Slayer

•Worgen

Slayer

Alliance

•Blood

Elf Slayer

•Goblin

Slayer

•Tauren

Slayer

•Orc

Slayer

•Troll

Slayer

•Undead

Slayer

every

Cataclysm

Dungeon

Reins of the Drake of the East Wind
Complete the cataclysm raid achievements

listed below
•Heroic:

Magmaw

•Heroic:

Chimaeron

•Heroic:
•Heroic:
•Heroic:
•Heroic:
•Heroic:
•Heroic:
•Heroic:
•Heroic:
•Heroic:
•Heroic:

Maloriak
Halfus Wyrmbreaker
Ascendant Council
Conclave of Wind

Omnotron Defense System
Atramedes
Nefarian

Valiona and Theralion
Cho'Gall
Al'Akir

•Parasite
•Silence
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•Aberrant

Miscellaneous

Behavior

•The

Only Escape

•Elementary

Banner of Cooperation

•Stay

Chill

Obtain 525 skill points in all professions

•Full

of Sound and Fury

•Achieve-a-tron

and secondary professions

•Keeping

to provide a 2% experience and honor gain

•Double
•The

The banner can be placed onto the ground

it in the family

Dragon

boost to nearby guild members for 2 minutes.

Abyss Will Gaze Back Into You

•Four

15 minute cooldown.

Play

Reins of the Kor'kron Annihilator

(Horde)

Reach Guild Level 25

Complete the heroic Cataclysm dungeon

achievements listed below while in a guild
group:

Reins of the Golden King (Alliance)
Reach Guild Level 25

•Heroic

Blackrock Caverns

•Heroic

Grim Batol

•Heroic
•Heroic
•Heroic

Heirlooms

•Heroic

Heirloom Cloak

•Heroic

Reach Guild Level 10.

The cloaks work from 1-85 and provide a
5% experience boost.

•Heroic
•Heroic

The Stonecore
Lost City of the Tol'vir
Shadowfang Keep
Throne of the Tides
The Vortex Pinnacle
Halls of Origination
Deadmines

This is an upgrade to the Banner of

Coordination shown above. It provides a 4%

Heirloom Helm
Reach Guild Level 20

Standard of Unity

boost.

The helms work from level 1-85 and

Battle Standard of Coordination

provide a 10% experience boost.

Complete 15,000 Daily quests

This is the best standard available, it

provides a 6% boost to experience and honor.
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Cauldron of Battle Recipe (Recipe)

Guild Vault Voucher (7 th slot)

Create 10,000 Cataclysm Flasks

The cauldron recipe allows your guild
alchemists to create Cauldrons which can be
planted down to provide the raid with flasks.

Reach Guild Level 15

The Voucher is used to purchase a 7th

guild bank slot

Guild Vault Voucher (8 th slot)

Seafood Magnifique Feast (Recipe)
Catch 10,000 fish from fishing pools
This

is

Cataclysm.

the

best

feast

available

Have
in

every

possible

race/class

combination in your guild at level 85 and
honored with the guild.

The Voucher is used to purchase an 8th

Broiled Dragon Feast (Recipe)

guild bank slot.

Cook 5,000 Cataclysm cooking recipes.
This feast is not as good as the Seafood one.

Old Rewards

Shroud of Cooperation
Reach level 85 with every class.

The Shroud of Cooperation is a cloak with
an on use effect: teleport to Orgrimmar or

You can find all of the old rewards added

when Northrend came out in this chapter.

Stormwind, depending on faction. It has an 8

Titles

hour cooldown, but there is an upgrade
available.

Ambassador

Earn exalted status with five home cities.

Wrap of Unity

(Orgrimmar/Stormwind, Thunder Bluff /

Reach Guild Level 15

Same as the above cloak, but with a 4 hour

Darnassus, etc)

cooldown.

Arena Master
Complete the following achievements:
●

Cloak of Coordination

●

Craft 1,500 epic items with an item level

of at least 359

●
●

Same as above, 2 hour cooldown.

●
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●

Last Man Standing

Defeat each boss in Ulduar in 10 player

●

Hot Streak

●

Hotter Streak

mode without allowing any raid member to

●

Hot Hot Hot Streak

lockout period.

die to that boss at any point during that raid

Bane of the Fallen King

Chef

Deeat the Lich King in 10 player Heroic

Complete all Cooking achievements except

mode.

Chef de Cuisine and its pre-requirements.

Battlemaster
Complete all ''Master of..'' Battleground
achievements.

Conqueror
Gain

exalted

reputation

with

the

reputations linked to Warsong Gulch, Alterac
Valley and Arathi Basin.

Bloodsail Admiral
Reach Friendly status with the Bloodsail
Buccaneers and complete the 'Avast, Ye
Admiral!' quest.

Conqueror of Naxxaramas
Participate in the realm-first defeat of
Kel'Thuzad in 25 player mode.

Challenger
Earn the Challenger title in an arena
season at level 80

Conqueror of Ulduar
Defeat each boss in Ulduar in 25 player
mode without allowing any raid member to
die to that boss at any point during that raid

Champion of the Frozen Wastes
Defeat all final five-man instance bosses

lockout period.

on heroic difficulty, as well as Kel'thuzad and
Sartharion on either 10 or 25 player mode.
Champion of the Naaru
Complete the quest: Trial of the Naaru

Crusader

Earn exalted status with and the right to
represent every Alliance or Horde race's
faction in the Argent Tournament.
Death's Demis

Champion of Ulduar
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Particpate in the realm first defeat of
Yogg-Saron without the assistance of any
Keepers in 25 player mode.

Kill 50 rookery whelps in Upper Blackrock
Spire within 15 seconds.
Obsidian Slayer

Grand Crusader

Participate in the realm first defeat of
Anub'Arakh with 50 attempts remaining in
25 player mode.

Participate in the realm first defeat of

Sarthation the Onyx Guardian in 25 player
mode.
Of the Alliance / Horde

Guardian of Cenarius

Get 100,000 Honorable kills.

Earn exalted status with the Cenarion
Circle and the Cenarion Expedition.

Of the Ashen Verdict

Reach Exalted Reputation with the Ashen

Hand of A'dal
Complete the quests 'The Vials of Eternity'

Verdict

and 'A Distraction for Akama'.

Of Darnassus
Earn Exalted reputation and the right to

Herald of the Titans
Defeat Algalon the Observer in 10 player

represent Darnass in the Argent Tournament

mode without anyone in the raid wearing
any equipment with an item level higher
than is available in ulduar 10 player.

Of Ironforge
Earn Exalted reputation and the right to
represent

Tournament.

Insane in the Membrane

Raise your reputation with the areas listed

below:

•Honored
•Exalted

with Bloodsail Buccaneers

with Everlook, Ratchet, Ravenholdt,

Booty Bay, Gadgetzan, Darkmoon Faire and

Ironforge

in

the

Argent

Of Orgrimmar

Earn Exalted reputation and the right to
represent

Tournament

Shen'Dralar

Orgrimmar

Of the Exodar

Jenkins
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Earn Exalted reputation and the right to
represent

the

Tournament

Exodar

in

the

Argent

Of the Undercity

Earn Exalted reputation and the right to
represent

Of the Nightfall

With all three twilight drakes still alive,

Tournament

defeat Sartharion in 10-man mode.

1000 gold. You must be exalted with The
Shattered Sun to do this quest.

Salty
Complete all fishing achievements except

the following:
●

Of Sen 'jin

●

Earn Exalted reputation and the right to

●

represent Sen'jin in the Argent Tournament

Argent

Earn Exalted reputation and the right to

Tournament

Stormwind

in

the

Old Crafty

Starcaller
Defeat Algalon in 10 player mode.

Of Stormwind
represent

Old Ironjaw

This title can no longer be obtained.

Earn Exalted reputation and the right to
Tournament

I Smell a Giant Rat

Scarab Lord

Of Silvermoon
the

Argent

level 80

Benefactor', which requires you to fork over

in

the

Earn the Rival title in an arena season at

Complete the quest 'A Magnanimous

Silvermoon

in

Rival

Of the Shattered Sun

represent

Undercity

Argent

The Astral Walker

Defeat Algalon the Observer in 25 player

mode.

The Argent Champion

Of Thunder Bluff

Earn Exalted reputation and the right to

represent Thunder Bluff in the Argent

Earn exalted status with The Argent Dawn

and the Argent Crusade.

Tournament

The Argent Defender
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Defeat Anub'Arakh in CC 25 heroic mode
with no raid member using an item equal or
higher than item level 245

Defear the Lich King in Icecrown Citadel
in 25 player heroic mode.
The Lore Master

The Celestial Defender

Participate in the realm-first defeat of

Complete

achievements:

Algalon on 25 player mode.
The Diplomat
Earn

exalted

status

●

with

Sporeggar,

Timbermaw Hold and The Mag'har / Kurenai
The Exalted

quest

Loremaster of Eastern Kingdoms
Loremaster of Kalimdor

●

Loremaster of Outland

Loremaster of Northrend

Each of the above achievements require
you to finish an impressive amount of quests.
The Magic Seeker
Participate in the realm first defear of
Malygos in 25 player mode.

The Immortal

Within one raid lockout period, defeat
every boss in Naxxramas without allowing
any raid member to die during any of the
boss encounters in 25 player mode.

The Patient
Use the Dungeon Tool to finish random
heroic dungeons until you have grouped
with 50 random players total.

The Justicar (Alliance)

The Seeker

Raise your reputation to exalted with the

Complete 3000 quests.

Stormpike Guard, Knights of Arathor and
Silverwing Sentinel.

The Undying
Within one raid lockout period, defeat all

The Kingslayer
Defeat the Lich King in Icecrown Citadel

in 10 player mode.

following

●

●

This one requires 45 reputations since
Cataclysm's release.

the

bosses in 10-man Naxxramas, without

allowing a single raid member to die during
any boss encounter.

The Light of Dawn

Twilight Vanquisher
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With all three Twilight Drakes still alive,
engage and defeat Sarthation the Onyx

Note: I didnt list old PvP or Arena
seasonal titles, there are too many of those

Guardian in 25 player mode.

that can no longer be obtained.

World Explorer

Items

Fully explore all zones in Kalimdor,
Eastern Kingdoms, Outland and Northrend.
Seasonal Titles

The following titles are awarded by
completing most, but not always all of the
associated achievements for the related
World Event:

Elder - Lunar Festival

The Hallowed – Hallow's End
Merrymaker – Winter Veil

Complete the following achievements:
•Loremaster

of Eastern Kingdoms

•Loremaster

of Outland

•Loremaster

of Kalimdor

of Northrend

Use the Dungeon Tool to finish random
heroic dungeons until you have grouped

Flame Keeper - Midsummer Festival

Brewmaster – Brewfest

Loremaster's Colors (Tabard)

Perky Pug

Matron/Patron - Children's Week

The Pilgrim – Pilgrim's Bounty

Collect 75 companion pets.

•Loremaster

The Love Fool - Love is in the Air

The Noble – Noblegarden

Little Fawn's Salt Lick (Pet)

with 100 random players total.
Reeking Pet Carrier (Pet)
Collect 50 companion pets
Tabard of Brute Force

Win 300 ranked arena matches at level 80
Tabard of Conquest
Complete

achievements.

the

Isle

Tabard of the Explorer
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Fully explore every zone in Northrend

Blue Dragonhawk Mount

(excluding instances).

Obtain 100 mounts.

The Schools of Arcane Magic (Pet)
Complete

the

achievement

'Higher

Learning', which requires you to read a

Icebound Frostbrood Vanquisher

Complete most of the 25 player raid

achievements for Icecrown Citadel

bunch of books in Dalaran.
Titanium

Seal

(Gimmick)

Ironbound Proto-Drake
of

Dalaran

Use: Flips the coin.

Complete a large amount of achievements

in 25 man Ulduar

Collect all coins by fishing in the Dalaran

fountain.

Red Proto-Drake

Requires completing 39 heroic instance
achievements. I don't even want to look at
this one.

Mounts

Rusted Proto-Drake

Albino Drake

Complete a large amount of achievements

Obtain 50 mounts.

in 10 man Ulduar.

Black Proto-Drake
Complete the 17 different 25-man raid

achievements. These are very not easy.

Plagued Proto-Drake
Complete the 17 different 10-man raid

achievements. These are not easy.

Black War Bear

Slay all alliance or horde leaders in their
hometowns.

Violet Proto-Drake
Complete

Achievements.

Bloodbathed Frostblood Vanquisher

Complete most of the 10 player raid

(nearly)

all

World

White / Black Warhorse

achievements for Icecrown Citadel
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In the Trial of the Grand Crusader, reach a
Tribute Chest with 50 attempts remaining

and without allowing any raid member to die
during any of the boss encounters in 25
player mode.
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NEW SPELLS AND ABILITIES

C

ataclysm introduced three new abilities to every class for the level 81-85 range. In
most cases, at least one ability is purely PvP oriented. This list does not include
abilities gained through talents.

In addition, some of the bigger class changes that came with this expansion are listed in this
chapter.
Most of the info listed below is self explanatory, except perhaps the 'Coeff', which stands, not
surprisingly, for Coefficient. This is actually fairly simple. Abilities that scale with attack power
or spell damage rarely directly scale. One point of spell power won't translate into one point of

damage increase on all your spells, for instance. Abilities instead use a conversion, which is the
Coefficient. You can simply multiply your attack power or spell power (depending on the type
of ability) to get the actual effect.
Example:
You have 1200 spell power and cast 'Big Nuke', with a base damage of 500
'Big Nuke' has a coefficient of 0.857
1200 * 0.857 = 1028.4
Big Nuke deals base damage of 500 plus 1028.4, making it hit for 1528.4
Note: I apologize for the missing Coefficients, these will be added at a later point.
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Death Knight
Outbreak
Rune Cost

Cooldown

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

-

1 minute

30 yards

-

Physical

-

Level

Description

81

Instantly applies Blood Plague and Frost Fever to the target enemy

Info
The ability to apply both diseases instantly and at range is most welcome indeed. It lets you get into a
fight with full disease bonuses for your primary strikes.

Necrotic Strike (PvP)
Rune Cost

Cooldown

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

1 unholy

-

-

15 seconds

Physical

0.75

Level

Description

83

Deals 100% weapon damage and absorbs the next 75% of your AP in healing received
by the target. For 15 seconds, or until the full amount of healing is absorbed, the

target's

casting time is increased by 30%.

Info
This ability is purely PvP oriented. Preventing heals received can be quite powerful indeed. It may
end up having a gimmick use here and there in PvE, but I'm not giving this ability a prominent spot
on my action bars.

Dark Simulacrum (PvP)
Rune Cost

Cooldown

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

20 runic power

1 minute

40 yards

8 seconds

Physical

-
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Level

Description

85

Places a dark ward on an enemy. The ward triggers when the enemy next spends

mana

on a spell, allowing the Death Knight to unleash an exact duplicate of that spell.

Against

non players, this ability only works with some harmful

spells.
Info
Might be pretty good in PvP if you manage to intercept the right spell. Might suck if you don't, but
the RP cost is fairly low. In PvE, this ability is very rarely useful as just about all cool enemy spells do
not work with this ability.

Druid
Thrash
Energy Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

25 Rage

6 seconds

-

-

6 seconds

Physical

0.154

Level

Description

81

Deals 243 damage and causes all targets within 8 yards to bleed for (AP * 0.026 + 151

*

3) damage over 6 seconds

Info
Good when you're AE tanking, but needs to be used with caution when any CC is involved. The
range is small, making it controllable.

Stampeding Roar
Mana Cost

Cooldown

15 rage/30 energy 2 minutes
Level

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

-

-

6 seconds

Physical

-

Description
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83

Increases all nearby friendly player's movement within 10 yards by 40% for 6

seconds.
Info
Useful primarily for PvP, but also quite handy when trying to get away from chasing mobs or out of
the fire during raid encounters in PvE.

Wild Mushroom
Mana Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

11% base mana

-

0.5 seconds

40 yards

-

Nature

0.464

Level

Description

83

Increases all nearby friendly player's movement within 10 yards by 40% for 6

seconds.
Info
This ability places a mushroom at a target location. You can place three mushrooms at a time. For
PvE, you might do this in spots you know adds will spawn at, for example. Shrooms require planning
and can be detonated for 650 – 786 damage at will. They turn invisible to other players 6 seconds
after being placed, making them useful for PvP as well.

Hunter
Hunters use Focus instead of Mana in Cataclysm and received access to a much wider range
of pet abilities. These can fill in for buffs or debuffs your raid may be missing.

Cobra Shot
Focus Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

-

-

1.5 seconds

40 yards

-

Nature

0.017

Level

Description
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81

Deals weapon damage plus 276 in the form of nature damage and increases the

duration of your Serpent Sting on the target by 6 seconds. Generates 9 focus.
Info
This ability deals less damage but increases Serpent Sting duration.

Aspect of the Fox
Focus Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

-

-

-

-

-

Physical

-

Level

Description

83

This aspect allows you to use Steady and Cobra shot while moving. It causes you to

gain

2 focus whenever you receive a melee attack.

Info
Useful for PvP and PvE encounters where lots of movement is required.

Camouflage
Focus Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

20 Focus

1 minute

-

-

1 minute

Nature

-

Level

Description

85

You blend into your surroundings, causing you and your pet to be untargetable by
ranged attacks. Also reduces the range at which enemy creatures can detect you, and
provides stealth while stationary.
You can lay traps while camouflaged, but any damage done by you or your pet will
cancel the effect. Cannot be cast while in combat.

Info
As long as this is active and you don't move, you'll be invisible. Useful for PvP, I imagine. As you can
have it permanently active, it should be useful for skipping mobs / mob packs while soloing as well.
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Mage
In addition to the abilities listed below, mages receive a personal and group portal spell to

Tol Barad at level 85.

Flame Orb
Mana Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

6% base mana

1 minute

-

40 yards

15 seconds

Fire

0.134

Level

Description

81

Launches a Flame Orb forward from the Mage's position, dealing 228 Fire damage
every second to the closest enemy target for 15 seconds.

Info

Ring of Frost
Mana Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

7% base mana

2 minutes

-

30 yards

12 seconds

Frost

-

Level

Description

83

Summons a Ring of Frost, taking 3 seconds to coalesce. Enemies entering the fully

formed ring will become frozen for 10 seconds. The ring has a 10 yard radius.
Info
Used primarily as a means of temporary crowd control.

Time Warp
Mana Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

26% base mana

5 minutes

-

-

40 seconds

Arcane

-

Level

Description
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85

Increases melee, ranged and spell casting speed by 30% for all party and raid

members.
Info
This ability provides the same effect as Bloodlust and Heroism. It also shares their debuff, meaning
you can not benefit from Time Warp for 10 minutes after using Bloodlust or Heroism, and vice
versa.

Paladin
Paladins received a new resource system in addition to their mana bar; Holy Power. It is used
for various abilities.

Inquisition
Mana Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

-

-

-

-

4 seconds / HP

Holy

-

Level

Description

81

Increases holy damage done by 30%. Lasts 4 seconds per charge of holy power.

Info
This is a magic effect, making it less than ideal for PvP. Quite useful for PvE though.

Holy Radiance
Mana Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

40% base mana

1 minute

-

10 yards

10 seconds

Holy

0.067

Level

Description

83

Heals all friendly targets within 10 yards for up to 683 every sec, with effectiveness
diminishing on targets farther than 8 yards away and for each additional player

target

beyond 6.
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Info
Useful only on clumped together people, making it potentially awesome and potentially useless at
the same time.

Guardian of Ancient Kings
Mana Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

-

5 minutes

-

-

12 seconds

Holy

-

Level

Description

85

Summons a Guardian. The Guardian is different, based on your talent spec.

Info
Holy – Ancient Healer. Heals the target of your last heal and allies within 10 yards of that target.
Protection – Ancient Guardian. Reduces incoming damage to the Paladin.
Retribution – Ancient Crusader. Causes the Paladin to gain a stack of Ancient Power.

Ancient

power increases strength by 1%. When the Guardian departs, each charge of Ancient Power will
deal 207 to 279 Holy damage split among all enemies within 10 yards.

Priest
Mind Spike
Mana Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

12% base mana

-

1.5 seconds

40 yards

-

School

Frost / Shadow 0.557

Level

Description

81

Blasts the target for 1083 to 1143 Shadowfrost damage, but extinguishes your

shadow

Coeff

damage-over-time effects from the target in the process.
Mind Spike also increases the critical strike chance of your next Mind Blast on the
target by 30%. Stacks up to 3 times.

Info
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This is a fairly good nuke for when you're killing targets that are going to die pretty fast.

Inner Will
Mana Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

-

-

-

-

30 minutes

Holy

-

Level

Description

83

A burst of Holy energy fills the caster, reducing the mana cost of instant cast spells by
15% and increasing your movement speed by 10%.

Info
This self-only buff cannot be dispelled. You'll want it active all the time, it requires no reagent and
there is no reason to not cast it.

Leap of Faith
Mana Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

13 % base mana

1.5 minutes

-

40 yards

-

Holy

-

Level

Description

85

Pulls a friendly party or raid target towards you, instantly moving them directly in

front

of you.

Info
Very useful for pulling people out of fire, but also great for annoying people. Pretty good for PvP as
well, letting you pull someone out of a death trap.
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Rogue
Combat Readiness
Energy Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

-

2 minutes

-

-

30 seconds

Physical

-

Level

Description

81

Enter into a state of heightened awareness, deflecting enemy weapon strikes with
increasing effectiveness. Successive attacks will deal 10% less damage per application,
stacking 5 times. Lasts for 30 sec, but if 6 sec elapse without any incoming weapon
strikes, this state will end.

Info
This ability reduces all damage taken by up to 50% as long as you take damage from a melee or
ranged physical attack every 6 seconds. Excellent for PvP for obvious reasons, but useful for soloing
or tanking an add in a heroic for a while.

Redirect
Energy Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

-

1 minute

-

40 yards

-

Physical

-

Level

Description

83

Transfers any existing combo points to the current enemy target.

Info
Great when switching targets.

Smoke Bomb (PvP)
Energy Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

-

3 minutes

-

-

10 seconds

Physical

-
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Level

Description

85

Creates a cloud of thick smoke in a 8 yard radius around the Rogue for 10 sec.

Enemies

are unable to target into or out of the smoke cloud.

Info
This can be used defensively, by a rogue standing in his smoke cloud. Others won't be able to attack
him directly, although ground targeted attacks and those that jump from one target to the next will
work. It can also be used offensively, but dumping smoke bomb onto a player and then proceeding
to kill the target while enemy healers have a hell of a time healing their buddy because they can't
target him.

Shaman
Unleash Elements
Mana Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

7% base mana

15 seconds

-

40 yards

-

Physical

-

Level

Description

81

Focuses the elemental force imbued in the Shaman's weaponry, with the concentrated
effects depending on the enchantment unleashed.
Windfury Weapon: Hurls a spectral version of your weapon at a target, dealing 125%
weapon damage and increasing the Shaman's melee haste for the next five swings.
Flametongue Weapon: Deals instant Fire damage and buffs the Shaman's next Fire
attack by 20%.
Earthliving Weapon: Heals the target and buffs the Shaman's next direct heal by 20%.
Frostbrand Weapon: Deals instant Frost damage to a target enemy and reduces their
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movement speed by 50% for 5 sec. Increased in effectiveness if the target is already
afflicted by a movement-slowing Frost effect.
Rockbiter Weapon: Forces the target enemy to attack the Shaman for 5 sec.
Info
This quite simply boosts your weapon enchants in various ways. The effect is one-time, you'll need to
recast this spell if you want to benefit a second time.

Healing Rain
Mana Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

46% base mana

10 seconds

2 seconds

30 yards

10 seconds

Nature

0.038

Level

Description

83

Calls forth healing rains to blanket the area targeted by the Shaman, restoring 690 to
820 health to allies in the area every 2 sec for 10 sec. Healing effectiveness diminishes
for each player beyond 6 within the area.

Info
Very expensive in terms of mana, but also very useful. HoT spells have become more valuable in
Cataclysm, where topping everyone off is much less of a concern than it was in WotLK. The extra
efficiency is most welcome, especially with overhealing being less prevalent.

Spiritwalker's Grace
Mana Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

12 % base mana

2 minutes

-

-

10 seconds

Nature

-

Level

Description

85

Calls upon spiritual guidance, permitting movement while casting non-instant

Shaman

spells. This spell may be cast while casting other spells
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Info
Casting while on the move is no longer reserved for just Hunters, at least not for the next 10
seconds. Great for movement based fights, like every PvP fight for example. Note, however, that this
is a magic buff, making it quite disellable.

Warlock
Fel Flame
Mana Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

6% base mana

-

-

40 yards

-

Fire, Shadow0.302

Level

Description

81

Deals 221 to 255 Shadowflame damage to an enemy target, increasing the duration of
Immolate or Unstable Affliction by 6 sec.

Info
Primarily PvP oriented, although it does have its uses in PvE. Basically, in those movement breaks
where you don't really need to cast Life Tap, you can cast this to bump up your Immo/UA duration a
little bit. That aside, its the first spammable nuke for Warlocks and it uses green fire. Huzzah!

Dark Intent
Mana Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

6% base mana

-

-

30 yards

30 minutes

Shadow

-

Level

Description

83

You link yourself with the targeted friendly target, increasing both of your haste by

3%.
When you or the linked target gains a critical periodic damage or healing effect, the
other gains an increased 3% increased periodic damage and healing lasting for 7 sec.
Stacks up to 3 times. Dark Intent lasts for 30 min.
Info
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This is basically a Focus Magic Clone. Why Warlocks need to be bothered with a buff they must cast
on others, I don't know. I thought Soulstone was enough. Regardless, this buff is nice and you're
going to have to use it on appropriate targets, and that would be DoT and HoT using classes.

Demon Soul
Mana Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

15% base mana

2 minutes

-

100 yards

-

Shadow

-

Level

Description

85

You and your summoned demon fuse souls, granting the Warlock a temporary power
depending on the demon currently enslaved.
Imp - Critical Strike damage on cast time Destruction spells increased by 60% for 30
sec. Each spell cast benefitting from this effect reduces the bonus by 20% until the
bonus expires after 3 casts.
Voidwalker - All threat generated by you transferred to your Voidwalker for 15 sec.
Succubus - Shadow Bolt damage increased by 10% for 20 sec.
Felhunter - Periodic shadow damage increased by 20% for 20 sec.
Felguard - Spell haste increased by 15% and fire and shadow damage done increased
by 10% for 20 sec.

Info
Most of the granted abilities are pure dps boosts, but the voidwalker one is of extra interest. It allows
you to use that pet as a genuine tank with far less of a threat issue.
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Warrior
Colossus Smash
Rage Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

20

20 seconds

-

-

6 seconds

Physical

-

Level

Description

81

Smashes a target for 150% weapon damage plus 120 and weakens their defenses,
allowing your attacks to entirely bypass their armor for 6 sec.

Info
Can be used in Battle and Berserker Stance. As the debuff boosts your damage very considerably, its
wise to use Colossus Smash with a full rage bar and follow through with some hard hitters.

Inner Rage
Rage Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

Duration

School

Coeff

-

-

-

-

15 seconds

Physical

-

Level

Description

83

Usable when you have over 75 Rage to increase all damage you deal by 15% but
increase the rage cost of all abilities by 50%.

Info
This looks like an unattractive effect, but I presume it isn't.

Heroic Leap
Rage Cost

Cooldown

Cast Time

Range

-

1 minute

-

8-40 yards -

Level

Description
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85

Leap through the air towards a targeted location, slamming down with destructive
force to deal damage on all enemies within 8 yards.

Info
This was actually a planned ability for WotLK, it was removed because Blizzard couldn't get it right.
It appear that this time they did. The ability is targeted on the ground, so you can use it to jump up
on ledges, get away from enemies or reach them quickly. No rage cost, free damage, and I'm sure
tanks will hate warriors some more, because instead of charging into a pack of mobs you're trying to
pull, they will instead jump in and damage them all.
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ENDING WORD

I

hope that you found this guide to be a worthwhile purchase. I've done my best to

include information for new players and WoW veterans alike. If you have a
complaint or suggestion, you can leave a comment on the killerguides site or send a

mail to serviceteam@killerguides.com
Dugas

http://www.killerguides.com/authors/dugas
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